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Abstract 

Ylva Sandberg 2018. Bilingual subject-specific literacies? Teachers’ and learners’ 

views and experiences of two school languages in biology, civics, history and math-

ematics: Case studies from CLIL programmes in the Swedish upper secondary 

school. Studier i språkdidaktik – Studies in Language Education 16. ISBN 978-91-

7797-126-9. Written in English and with a summary in Swedish. 

 

This licentiate thesis investigates teachers’ and students’ cognitions of bilingual 

subject-specific literacies. The thesis builds on three different studies, referred to as 

case studies, conducted in Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) study 

programmes in the Swedish upper secondary school. Participants’ views and experi-

ences of two languages of schooling, English and Swedish, were elicited in inter-

views, and analysed thematically. To gain understanding of the three studies in 

combination, a further analytical framework was developed and tested. In this analy-

sis, participants’ descriptions, explanations and reflections on teaching and learning 

curriculum content bilingually emerged as three-dimensional discourses. 

In the first study, new and experienced teachers’ challenges and strategies were 

in focus. The biology and civics teachers, who were new teachers, and new to CLIL, 

found teaching through the second language of schooling, English, time-consuming 

and demanding. They expressed concern about limited communication and learning 

in the classroom. The mathematics teachers, who had long teaching experience, and 

of teaching in the CLIL programme, had developed strategies to meet perceived 

challenges, for example, they had designed parts of lessons in a monolingual mode, 

and parts of lessons in a bilingual mode. 

The second study explored intermediate CLIL teachers’ rationales for language 

choice in teaching. The biology and history teachers found that access to English, as 

afforded through the CLIL framework, coincided well with the new syllabi for their 

school subjects. For instance, the history teachers could use web-based study materi-

als in English in class, and found teaching and learning more authentic than in the 

mainstream, Swedish-speaking, study programmes. The biology teachers mentioned 

that access to English terminology facilitated the teaching and learning of complex 

subject-specific content areas. It functioned as a potential source to enhance stu-

dents’ understanding. 

The third study documented students´ cognitions of CLIL. The views of upper 

secondary students studying curriculum content through English were overall posi-

tive. However, results showed that their experiences of CLIL varied with school 

subject. Whereas studying mathematics through English was reported to be condu-

cive to learning and understanding, learning civics through English only, or trying to 

listen to lectures in civics, where teachers would change languages seemingly with-

out a rationale, were perceived as less conducive to learning. 

Key words: Teacher and learner cognition, CLIL, subject-specific literacies  
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1 Introduction 

When I started working here, I was very strict with using 100% English in the 
classroom. To begin with, I only spoke English with them [the students], and I 
always felt there was like a barrier between us… the students were very tense.  

(Civics teacher 1, Study I) 
 

Of course, the more they get to know you… that it is okay to ask… It takes 
some time to build [this relation]. Some throw a question right away. They 
dare to expose themselves, because that is what you do when you ask. 

(Mathematics teacher 2, Study I) 
 
 

Increasingly, multi-/bilingual education becomes important to societies 

around the world as a consequence of political conflict or climate change, 

due to migration of families and children, or for reasons of student- and 

work mobility (García, 2009). Both multilingual speakers and their societies 

can benefit from multilingualism as a norm in school (Jonsson, 2017). With 

more knowledge about multi-/bilingualism, informed multi-/bilingual peda-

gogies can be developed for learners to be motivated and successful in cur-

riculum study (Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 2012). In this societal and 

educational endeavour, teachers play key roles (ibid). 

Multi-/Bilingualism in theory and practice needs to be addressed both in 

in-service teacher education (Ganuza & Hedman, 2017; Leung, 2013) and in 

pre-service teacher education (Carlsson, 2009). Exactly how languages can 

be combined for learning and teaching in school will have to depend on local 

needs and requirements (García, 2009, 2011). Even though implementation 

varies across contexts, opportunities to share thoughts and experience can be 

considered to be important: In the 21
st
 century, multi-/bilingual education is 

necessary (García, 2009, 2011; Li & Moyer, 2008; Lindberg, 2009, 2011).  

As the two extracts from teacher interviews at the top of the page indicate, 

principles and practices for teaching and learning through two languages 

take time to develop. The two content teachers, one new to Content and 

Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), and one experienced teacher, reflect-

ed on their teaching, and seemed to have developed their practices over time, 

in interaction with their students.  

This thesis argues that there is much to be learned from participants’ ex-

periences in CLIL study programmes. This can be achieved through teacher 

and learner cognition perspectives (see Borg, 2003, 2006; Bruner, 2006a; 
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Woods, 1996, and Airey, 2009; Chamot, 2012; Wegner, 2012, respectively), 

combined with socio-cultural perspectives (see e.g. Donato, 2000; Dysthe, 

1996; Lantolf, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978, 1986). 

Even though English is often considered to be a common feature in the 

linguistic landscape in Sweden, research on English bilingual education in 

the Swedish upper secondary school is limited (Sylvén & Ohlander, 2014; 

Sylvén 2004; Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). In investigating CLIL study pro-

grammes with an English-Swedish design, insights could be gained not only 

in this field, but also in bilingual education where other languages are part of 

the framework. 

The present licentiate thesis investigates teachers’ and learners’ views and 

experiences of use of two languages, English and Swedish, for schooling 

purposes. It aims to contribute to the field of bilingualism in the curriculum 

with participant perspectives. Taking teacher and learner views and experi-

ences into consideration can contribute to better understanding of future 

designs of multi-/bilingual study programmes, and potentially inform lan-

guage policy planning with qualitative points of view (Canagarajah & De 

Costa, 2016; Leung, 2005; Li & Moyer, 2008; Spolsky & Hult, 2008).  

The thesis builds on three studies. In the first study, new and experienced 

CLIL teachers’ perceived challenges and possibilities in teaching, were in-

vestigated. In the second study, intermediate CLIL teachers’ rationales for 

language choice in the bilingual content classroom were in focus. In the third 

study, student perspectives of CLIL were targeted. In combination, the three 

case studies can inform and build understanding of participant perspectives 

of CLIL teaching and learning. Potentially, teacher and learner perspectives 

can provide alternative explanations to phenomena related to CLIL, com-

plementing quantitative results with qualitative considerations. Insights 

gained through this thesis could contribute to the discussion of the organiza-

tion of CLIL study programmes in Sweden and in other school contexts.  

 With the 1994 curriculum for upper secondary school, LPF1994, it be-

came possible for schools to launch local study programmes (Skolverket, 

1994). As a result, at various schools in the country, among other local ini-

tiatives, upper secondary schools with an international profile were 

launched. To begin with, these programmes often involved content study 

through several languages (interview with student counsellor, April 2012). 

Over the years, however, with changes in the communities of practices of 

teachers at the schools, and with societal changes, English, together with 

Swedish, often became the languages of schooling in these study pro-

grammes (ibid).  

My own experience from working as a language teacher in the late 1990s 

and early 2000s at an upper secondary school in Stockholm where English, 

Swedish, and other languages, were used on a daily basis in the school envi-

ronment, made me interested in bilingual/multilingual designs in education. 

For instance, at the same school I could see how in some study programmes 
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content study took place in English only, or in Swedish only, or where 

teachers and students sometimes would use English and Swedish, and other 

languages in turn-taking modes, in accordance with the needs of communi-

cation during the school day. At this school it was part of a natural frame-

work of communication and learning.  

In 2018 Sweden is a multilingual society, more multilingual than ever be-

fore. The recent 2017 report, “The Need of a Language Strategy for Swe-

den” (my translation) conducted by The Association of Swedish Higher Ed-

ucation, acknowledges that much remains to be done in higher education to 

meet the new generations of multilingual citizens (Alberius et al, 2017). 

Enhancing understanding through learning from teachers and learners in the 

bilingual CLIL upper secondary school context is a possibility. Indeed, the 

present study aims to contribute to our understanding of underlying patterns 

that form parts of teachers’ and students’ cognitions in this area.  

1.1 The present thesis 

The present thesis constitutes a sub-study of the large-scale, longitudinal 

research project, Content and Language Integration in Swedish Schools 

(CLISS). The project was conducted between 2010 and 2014 and was fi-

nanced by the Swedish Research Council (project number 721-2010-5376). 

Whereas the overall aim of the large project was quantitative study of stu-

dent writing, the focus developed in this licentiate study was qualitative, 

taking interest in participants’ views and experiences of the use of two lan-

guages for the teaching and learning of curriculum content. 

One contextual factor which was a common denominator for all teachers 

and learners in the present study was the encounter with a new national cur-

riculum for the upper secondary school, LGY2011 (Skolverket 2011a). De-

pending on school subject, the changes in the syllabus were more or less 

extensive (interviews with teachers of different school subjects). In common 

for all new syllabi, requirements for students’ active engagement with lan-

guage use as part of various genres (Halliday, 1985; Hyland, 2007; Martin, 

2009; Swales 1990) were more demanding, as was attention to and schooling 

into, subject literacies (Gibbons, 2009, pp. 5-8). In this study, these literacies 

have been referred to as subject-specific literacies. Both teachers and stu-

dents would need to respond to the changes in the curriculum and make suit-

able compositions of pedagogic resources for teaching and learning in CLIL.  

To teachers, teaching content through two languages, these changes in the 

curriculum could be expected to be extra challenging – or not. To learners, 

studying content through two languages could be considered to involve extra 

challenges – or not. In the late 2000s researchers and teacher educators 

pointed out that teaching and learning content through a foreign lan-

guage/second language require a different methodological approach (Gib-
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bons, 2009; Hajer, 2010; Lindberg, 2010). Potentially, the changes in the 

2011 curriculum could prove to be conducive to developing such pedagog-

ies.  

1.2 Aim and research questions 

The aim of this licentiate thesis is to study teachers’ and learners’ cognitions 

of bilingual CLIL in content classes in the Swedish upper secondary school. 

Whereas the majority of research in CLIL contexts in Sweden has mainly 

addressed areas of vocabulary acquisition and production (Edlund, 2011; 

Kjellén-Simes, 2008; Knight, 1990; Lim Falk, 2008; Olsson 2016; Sylvén 

2004; Washburn, 1997), a minority of studies have taken interest in the 

views and perspectives of CLIL practitioners (Kontio, 2016; Lim Falk, 2008; 

Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). With quantitative research results, only partial 

understanding of CLIL can be gained. Therefore, the present thesis could 

contribute with complementary information useful in future teaching and 

learning programmes with a bilingual/multilingual design.  
 

The research questions are: 

 

1. What are new and experienced CLIL teachers’ perceptions of challenges 

and possibilities with regard to teaching content through English?  

2. What are biology and history teachers’ rationales for language use in 

CLIL in response to the 2011 curriculum for upper secondary school? 

3. What are students’ cognitions of studying content in a CLIL programme? 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

The present thesis is a compilation thesis encompassing three different stud-

ies. The first chapter introduces and provides background to the thesis. In 

chapter two, Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is defined 

and discussed from international and national perspectives. Special attention 

is given to English as a second language of schooling. Chapter three outlines 

the theoretical considerations of the thesis. Chapter four presents the partici-

pants and the schools, as well as the methods for collection and analysis of 

data. Chapter five presents the results of the studies. In chapter six, the re-

sults reported in the three articles are discussed in relation to the overarching 

research questions of the licentiate thesis. In the concluding section, poten-

tial implications for teaching and further research are outlined. Chapter sev-

en includes a Swedish summary of the thesis. Following the list of refer-

ences, the three papers on which the thesis builds, are presented in full-

length format. 
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2 Literature review 

 

In this chapter, firstly, the concept of CLIL is defined and problematized. 

Thereafter, CLIL is contextualized internationally, and within the Swedish 

school system, with a particular focus on teacher and learner perspectives.  

2.1 Definitions and controversies 

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) refers to the teaching of 

languages and curriculum content in an integrated way. Epistemologically, 

this means that language and content are considered to be “intertwined” 

(Liberg, 2009), non-separable or specific to the context in which they occur 

(Schleppergrell, 2004), e.g. biology or mathematics (ibid, 2007). This epis-

temological stance, however, is not unique to CLIL teaching. On the contra-

ry, it has been developed in second language acquisition contexts world-

wide over a long period of time (e.g. Halliday 1993; Halliday & Mathiessen, 

2004). What could be considered more specific about CLIL is the use of two 

languages for learning and teaching on a daily basis. In this view, CLIL be-

longs to the field of bilingual education. In this sense, CLIL differs from 

mainstream teaching and learning, since not only one but two, or more, lan-

guages are used for schooling purposes (Dalton-Puffer, 2011). Furthermore, 

it has been argued that CLIL is student-centered (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 

2010). CLIL takes into consideration participants’ motivation to combine 

their interest in languages with their interest in other curriculum content 

(ibid.). Moreover, both within Europe (Dalton-Puffer, 2011) and abroad, 

CLIL has been regarded as a “European response to the need to improve 

language learning opportunities” (e.g. Sasajima, 2013, p. 57). From a teacher 

cognition perspective, CLIL can be considered to be an educational approach 

that facilitates teacher collaboration (e.g. Sandberg, 2011). Once again, how-

ever, this is an aspiration which is not specific to CLIL teaching settings (cf. 

e.g. Colnerud & Granström, 2002; Creese, 2005; Gibbons, 2009; Handal & 

Lauvås, 2002; Kong, 2009; Kouns, 2016; Reath Warren, 2017).  

CLIL is content-driven  

(Coyle et al, 2010, p. 1) 
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Taking a critical stance, reflections have been made whether CLIL could 

be a trend, a temporary phenomenon (Dalton-Puffer & Smit, 2013, p. 557, in 

Hyland & Shaw, 2016). For evaluation of the validity of this consideration, 

first of all, more research into the effects of curriculum changes on teaching 

and learning practices would be needed. Secondly, research into conditions 

for content teachers’ development of language-based pedagogies will be of 

relevance. Thirdly, research into the potential transfer of CLIL findings to 

other research contexts will be be necessary (Hyland & Shaw, 2016). 

Despite the relatively short time span of experimentation and implementa-

tion within educational systems, CLIL has already a history of definitions 

and practices. The concept of content and language integrated learning, and, 

indeed, the acronym CLIL, was coined in 1994. An early definition was a 

teaching approach “with a dual focus on content and language” (Marsh, 

2000, p. 1). In Swedish education in the early 2000s, content and language 

integrated learning was defined as “a systematic meshing of content and 

language”, ‘content’ being referred to as “any content that is not a language” 

(Nixon, 2001a, p. 225).  

In 2008, CLIL was forwarded as an “umbrella term” (Mehisto et al, 2008, 

p. 2) encompassing a whole set of content-language teaching approaches, 

ranging from immersion to partial CLIL, depending on the age level of the 

learners and the extent to which the “target language” was used in the con-

tent classroom (ibid). In 2010, the term “additional language” was in use 

(Coyle et al, 2010, p. 1). Furthermore, CLIL was defined as content study 

both through the traditional school language and through an additional lan-

guage, with language classes continuing alongside with the bilingual content 

classes (ibid). 

Finally, CLIL has been conceptualised as an initiative to acknowledge 

and enhance multilingualism (Baertens Beardsmore, 2009; Council of Eu-

rope, 2007). With inspiration from immersion programmes for learning and 

teaching through two languages in the Canadian and Finnish school contexts, 

the notion of ‘mother tongue + 2’ was developed, encouraging educational 

systems in Europe to develop and nurture citizens’ linguistic competences to 

include the ability to communicate in two languages in addition to their 

mother tongue (Council of Europe, 2003). The purpose was to facilitate 

communication and mobility, and to enhance in-depth learning by means of 

intercultural communication (Baertens Beardsmore, 2009).  
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Convergent 

SL1 > SL2 or                Immersion –              Multiple- 

SL2 > SL1                     parallel                      dynamic 

Figure 1. Three models of bilingualism in education (based on García, 

2009) 

 

In attempts to describe and analyse language use in CLIL, García’s elabora-

tion on models of language use in bilingual school settings can be helpful 

(see Figure 1). The three types, or models, of bilingualism, have emerged on 

the basis of studies where two languages have been used for schooling pur-

poses. The first type, the convergent, illustrates language use where one lan-

guage of schooling is dominating over the other. As an example, García 

mentions situations where a minority language is used to support majority 

language instruction. García comments: “Most of the time, neither the 

school, nor the teacher has a language policy, nor any understanding of how 

language is to be used” (García, 2009, p. 309). In the second framework, the 

immersion – parallel type, two languages are used, however in separate 

modes. The working principle in these settings is that “the two languages are 

best developed in isolation” (ibid). García mentions the immersion-parallel 

mode to be most commonly used in CLIL programmes. In the third model, 

two languages are used interchangeably by participants in multiple-dynamic 

ways. In these settings, “the two or more languages are always used in com-

bination – neither concurrently, nor separately, but in a blending or the two 

practices” (ibid). Some examples of multilingual pedagogies/ blended teach-

ing and learning models/ are the use of teaching materials in two languages, 

that the teachers separate the languages whereas the students mix the lan-

guages during collaborative work, or that the teacher puts emphasis on de-

veloping students’ metalinguistic skills in contrasting languages and making 

them compatible to others (García, 2009, p. 309). 

A model, or framework, developed for understanding the underlying prin-

ciples of CLIL, and as an elaboration on the concept of ‘integration’, is the 

4C’s framework (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010, p.41). The 4C’s framework 

promotes a holistic view of learning and teaching, integrating the four no-

tions of content (subject matter), communication (language learning and 

using), cognition (learning and thinking processes) and culture (developing 

intercultural understanding and global citizenship) (ibid). More recently, 

Sasajima and colleagues (2013) have developed the 4C’s framework, em-

phasizing the importance of the local context, and the local culture, for de-
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velopment of CLIL teaching practices, materials development and CLIL 

teacher thinking (Sasajima, 2013). 

There are different interpretations to what constitutes the essence of 

CLIL. Some researchers claim that CLIL is a concept and term more apt to 

be used in K-12 school contexts, whereas the acronym ICL, Integration of 

Content and Language, would be more appropriate in university settings 

(Airey, personal communication, March 2012). Some researchers view CLIL 

as a “method” (Sylvén, 2013), whereas others refer to CLIL as an “educa-

tional approach” (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010, p. vii). Researchers also put 

different emphasis on language use in CLIL. Whereas Sylvén elaborates on 

CLIL as “English teaching” or “Teaching in English” (Sylvén, 2004), Airey 

emphasizes the aspect of CLIL teaching as a matter of teaching through 

English (Airey, 2007). 

Also with regard to the aims of CLIL there are different views. For many 

researchers, CLIL teaching is viewed as a means of developing, and chang-

ing, language teaching and language practices in the foreign language class-

room (e.g. Dalton-Puffer, 2011; Sasajima, 2013). Adopting a somewhat dif-

ferent stance, CLIL teaching has been viewed as a “fusion of subject-

didactics (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010, p. ix) or as a bridge between lan-

guage teachers and content teachers (Gibbons, 2009), as an affordance (Gib-

son 1979) to collaboration. Indeed, a consequence or implication of CLIL 

programme designs could be the need of collaboration between teachers of 

content-based subjects and teachers of language-based subjects (see e.g. 

Kong, 2009). In a similar vein, Coyle, Hood & Marsh claim that CLIL sets 

the stage for integration of expertise between colleagues, aiming to provide 

students with holistic learning experiences (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010, p. 

45) 

Teaching and learning in the CLIL classroom is not the same thing as 

teaching and learning in the mainstream classroom, where the first language 

of schooling, the SL1, often is the first language of both learners and teach-

ers. As pointed out earlier, teaching through two languages of schooling 

requires other pedagogies and thinking (see e.g. Shuitemacher-King, 2012). 

As formulated by Coyle, Hood & Marsh, “CLIL is not simply education in 

another language; it is education through an additional language based on 

connected pedagogies and using contextualized methodologies” (Coyle, 

Hood & Marsh, 2010, p. 12, authors’ highlighting).  

Indeed, the dual aim of content and language puts pressure on the teach-

ers, and can lead to pedagogic dilemmas, as argued by Coyle, Hood & 

Marsh: “Where CLIL is led by language practitioners, there are dangers that 

specific content demands are ignored or weakened. Where CLIL is led by 

content teachers, linguistic demands may be under threat” (Coyle, Hood & 

Marsh, 2010, p. 44, see also Kong, 2009, 2011). Acknowledging that the 

goals of the curriculum have impact on teachers’ interpretation of their pro-

fessional task, it matters what these goals include. An example from the 
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Austrian school context in 2007 is a case in point: “At present, at least in 

Austria, a CLIL curriculum is defined entirely through the curricula of the 

content subjects, with the tacit assumption that there will be incidental lan-

guage gains. But why should we be doing CLIL at all if there are no lan-

guage goals present?” (Dalton-Puffer, 2007, p. 295, In: Coyle, Hood & 

Marsh, 2010, p. 44). Interestingly, the Swedish National Curriculum, both 

for comprehensive school, and for upper secondary school, LGY2011, has 

moved toward an integrated curriculum, where content goals as well as lan-

guage goals are part of the syllabi for the different school subjects (Skolver-

ket 2011a , 2011d). 

In recent literature, researchers claim that attempts to study and under-

stand local models and practices for multilingualism in education are more 

important than the investment of time and effort spent distinguishing Con-

tent-Based Instruction (CBI) from Content-Based Language Teaching 

(CBLT), or total immersion from CLIL (Cenoz, Genese & Gorter, 2014).  

2.2 International research  

In the following, empirical research studies that are related to communica-

tion and cognition in CLIL teaching contexts in upper secondary school, and 

higher education, have been selected.  

With regard to communication, the use of English in a CLIL approach in 

Finland, was found to have positive effects. Nikula’s (2010) study of interac-

tion in biology classrooms showed that learner activity increased in the 

classroom where content was taught through the medium of English. Com-

pared to traditional teaching and learning in first school language Finnish, 

the learners in CLIL used more of the speaking time during lessons. Moreo-

ver, students’ engagement in negotiation of meaning in interaction with their 

teacher was found to be livelier (Nikula, 2010). 

Contrasting results were found in an Austrian research study of CLIL 

where English was the language of schooling (Dalton-Puffer, 2007). In this 

study, focussing on spoken communication in history, geography and civics, 

student participation was found to be limited. Notably, these were school 

subjects in which much spoken production was required by the students to 

reach the learning goals. The research project which studied classroom inter-

action over a longer period of time, and which compared CLIL programme 

studies with traditional monolingual lines of study showed that the students 

in the CLIL strands lacked fluency in communication in the CLIL target 

language. This could be observed in the short utterances students produced 

in response to teacher questions. The audio recorded material from the CLIL 

content lessons also showed that the learners asked fewer questions than 

their fellow-students in the non-CLIL programmes (Dalton-Puffer, 2007).  
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In early research on English as a medium of instruction in higher educa-

tion engineering in the Netherlands (Vinke, 1995), findings were made that 

are of certain relevance to the present thesis work. Vinke’s research project 

was comprehensive, including student questionnaires, observations, video 

recordings of lectures in English and Dutch, and tests measuring Dutch and 

international students’ academic proficiency in English and Dutch. Interna-

tional students who were not proficient in English at their enrollment in the 

English-medium engineering programme would find that the English-

medium mode had negative effects on their achievements. They found study-

ing time-consuming and difficult, and would not find incidental translations 

of terminology from English into Dutch beneficial (ibid). Some considera-

tions Vinke made prior to the research project are of also relevance in the 

present context, i.e. 

/…beyond a certain level, English proficiency ceases to affect international 
students’ academic achievement. Moreover, the extent to which English profi-
ciency determines international students’ performance also seem to vary ac-
cording to academic discipline. In more descriptive academic disciplines Eng-
lish proficiency seems to play a more important part than in the symbol-
oriented disciplines. 

(Vinke, 1995, p. 35)  

Important findings with regards to lecturers’ competence teaching content 

through English in the Dutch higher education engineering context were: 

“lecturers’ ability to paraphrase technical concepts in ordinary language” 

(Vinke, 1995, p. 156) and lecturers’ developed communication skills in the 

teaching context, including compensatory strategies such as ability to make 

use of extra-linguistic resources, e.g. visual materials (ibid). Vinke further 

found that teaching experience, in general, as well as in English, was a factor 

that could reduce the negative effects change of language of instruction 

could have for Dutch lecturers. A somewhat surprising result was that Dutch 

lecturers seemed to give greater importance to teaching skills when conduct-

ing a course in English. All in all, code switching from Dutch to English was 

found to increase lecturers’ workload, in terms of time spent on preparation 

and (mental) energy teaching requires. Therefore, a recommendation was 

made by the researching team that lecturers who are teaching a course in 

English for the first time should get a temporary exemption from a number 

of other duties. The recommendation was made against the background of 

results of the study (Vinke, 1995, pp. 156-157). 

In terms of implications and recommendations for students studying in 

English-medium instruction programmes, the following suggestions were 

made, e.g. English should be introduced stepwise as the language of instruc-

tion, study materials should be available in two languages, here Dutch and 

English, and instruction in English should be combined with tutorials in the 

mother tongue (Vinke, 1995, pp. 159-160). Other suggestions with the pur-

pose of enhancing students’ achievements were the inclusion of a discipline-
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specific English language course in the curriculum, the presence of assistant 

teachers, the organisation of smaller groups and the incorporation of short 

answer quizzes, serving the purposes of checking that the students could 

follow the lecture and understand the content recurrently. A further case in 

point that was made targeted assessment: “students’ potentially inadequate 

use of English should not count in the assessment of their performance on 

the subject matter test” (Vinke, 1995, p. 160). 

Vinke’s research further addressed the matter of time as a variable in the 

English medium teaching and learning context. Findings in the English me-

dium higher education engineering context showed that the participants, both 

lecturers and students needed more time. These findings could be targeted 

both in the analyses of the video recordings from the lectures, as part of the 

questionnaire data, and in terms of the academic proficiency tests in which 

the Dutch and the international students were engaged (Vinke, 1995, pp. 

160-162). Vinke discussed whether lecturers would have to increase speech 

or select content carefully to meet the extra time needed to conceptualise 

content in the English medium instruction context. Where lecturers would 

need to restrict themselves to the crucial or most difficult topic of the course, 

an obvious implication would be an increase in students’ independent study 

for the English-medium content course. Alternatively, the number of hours 

of the course could be extended. A further alternative suggested by the re-

searcher was a change from a teacher-oriented to a more student-oriented 

format of instruction. This could be a way to meet the speech rate/content 

coverage dilemma in English-medium instruction, Vinke concluded (ibid). 

In research on vocabulary production of biology students studying content 

through English in higher education, time also emerged as a variable of im-

portance to students’ achievements, as measured by Mezek (2013). The writ-

ten production of Swedish students, non-native speakers of English, was 

compared to the academic writing of university students who where native 

speakers of English. By and large, findings showed that the English native-

speaker students scored better than the Swedish students. However, in Me-

zek’s research there were also examples of student writing in English within 

the discipline of biology that widely exceeded the English-from-early-age 

students (ibid.). Especially in those situations where non-native language 

users were given more time to finish their task, the results of the non-native 

students were equally good, or even better (Mezek, 2013).  

In a Japanese research context CLIL was implemented as a means of de-

veloping Japanese EFL teachers’ cognitions about teaching. In a longitudinal 

study, CLIL teachers, all professional EFL teachers, were enrolled in a 

teaching collaboration, which included workshops on CLIL methodology, 

development of teaching materials, lesson observations and reflective feed-

back. This action-based study resulted in teachers’ and students’ expressions 

of positive attitudes to CLIL teaching and learning. The teachers reflected on 

the inclusion of new topics in their lessons, and the students answered in the 
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questionnaire that they had learned new content, and that they had enjoyed 

trying to discuss with their classmates in English. Interestingly, however, 

results also indicated teachers’ expressions of difficulty both with regard to 

materials development and having to learn the content, and teach the content 

in their lessons. A conclusion of the project was that “EFL teachers can 

change their thinking about what to teach, but they may not easily change 

their cognitions about how to teach” (Sasajima, 2013, p. 64, my italics).  

In sum, the CLIL educational framework is not a “panacea” (Dalton-

Puffer, 2011). Similar to García’s findings and recommendations with regard 

to bilingual/multilingual education (García, 2009, 2011, see 1.1), recent in-

ternational research in CLIL-type environments indicates that the bilingual 

framework has to be adapted to the local context to be functional. An exam-

ple of such insights is the “Contextualised CLIL framework” developed and 

designed in response to the CLIL 4C’s framework (see Sasajima, 2013, p. 58 

and Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010, pp, 41-42, respectively).  

2.3 CLIL, English, and the Swedish school context 

Educational designs involving the learning and teaching of content in Eng-

lish in the Swedish upper secondary school have been implemented and re-

searched since the late 1970s (Nixon, 2000; Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014; 

Åseskog, 1982). Whereas some research studies have reported on pro-

grammes with less successful outcomes (Sylvén, 2004; Washburn, 1997; 

Åseskog, 1982), other research studies have reported on promising findings, 

addressing motivation as a key factor (Kjellén-Simes, 2008). Edlund’s and 

Lim Falk’s research in the 2000s found potential in CLIL approaches, how-

ever with needs analysis-based pre-service and in-service teacher education 

as requirement,  clear models, and appropriate language scaffolding for 

teaching and learning included (Edlund, 2011; Lim Falk, 2008).  

Increasingly, research in the Swedish context has taken interest in upper 

secondary schools with a CLIL-approach both in terms of study programmes 

preparing for future studies (e.g. Edlund,  2011; Olsson, 2016; Yoxsimer 

Paulsrud, 2014) and in terms of vocational study programmes (Kontio, 

2016). Whereas Edlund found that CLIL students exceeded their peers in 

advanced and appropriate vocabulary use in writing, compared to students in 

the parallel mainstream study programmes (Edlund, 2011), Olsson’s analysis 

of CLIL students vs. non-CLIL students’ use of vocabulary in writing did 

not report significant differences in this respect (Olsson, 2016).  

In terms of language use in the classroom, and during the school day at 

large, both Yoxsimer Paulsrud and Kontio found that students made use of 

translanguaging practices, and that students were experimenting with Eng-

lish language use in a playful way (Kontio, 2016; Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). 

These dynamic and playful practices were found to contribute to students’ 
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identity formation and their self-confidence as speakers of several languages 

(Kontio, 2016). 

It is difficult to estimate the number of schools running CLIL-type pro-

grammes in Sweden (Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). However, previous estima-

tions have been made that there could be about 20% upper secondary 

schools engaged in some form of CLIL teaching, approaches ranging from 

immersion to balanced approaches and partial CLIL (Edlund, 2011; Nixon, 

2000, 2001b; Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). At the time of writing, a recent 

survey has been launched to find out about the scope of CLIL in Sweden 

(Yoxsimer Paulsrud, in progress). 

To understand CLIL in the Swedish school context, Dalton-Puffer’s 

(2011) definition of six principles of CLIL is applicable. Dalton-Puffer’s 

(2011) set of principles can serve as a way of finding common ground for 

describing and explaining CLIL practices, and as a means of enabling theory 

building about CLIL, useful in the Swedish school context. In the following, 

Dalton-Puffer’s principles for defining and describing CLIL are outlined, 

with some adjustments (cf. Dalton-Puffer, 2011, pp. 183-184): 

 

1. CLIL refers to the teaching of content through a foreign language or 

lingua franca (link language), and not a second language. It refers to the 

use of a language for teaching and learning purposes that is a language the 

learners mainly encounter in the classroom, and not a language that is be-

ing used on a regular basis in society;  

2. Even though various designs have been used in CLIL designs, English 

is most frequent: English is conceptualised as an international literacy key; 

3. CLIL teachers are usually non-native speakers of the additional school 

language. Typically, they are content teachers and not language teachers;  

4. CLIL lessons are usually scheduled as content lessons, e.g. biology, 

history, whereas the target language usually is being taught separately in 

language classes by language teachers; 

5. In CLIL programmes, most commonly less than 50% of teaching and 

learning takes place in the target language; 

6. CLIL is mainly implemented when the learners have already reached 

reading and writing skills in their L1, which most often means at the sec-

ondary or upper secondary school levels, rather than in primary school. 

 

Firstly, Dalton-Puffer makes a distinction between foreign language and 

lingua franca on the one hand, and second language on the other hand. Ac-

cording to the definition, the CLIL language in addition to the main school 

language is a foreign language or a lingua franca, i.e., a language that does 

not have official status in the education system and a language that is not of 

immediate presence or being used thoroughly and continuously in the sur-

rounding society. Secondly, Dalton-Puffer points to the enormous spread of 

English in CLIL contexts, in relation to other foreign languages or languages 
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that function as a lingua franca: English is most prominent and frequent in 

these designs. English functions as key to international literacy (see also 

Gardner, 2015). The third principle refers to typical features of CLIL teach-

ing. Usually, the teachers are content teachers and not language teachers and 

they are most commonly not native speakers of the additional CLIL lan-

guage. In addition, the students study the additional CLIL language in lan-

guage classes that run parallel to CLIL content classes. Fourthly, the sched-

ule follows the L1 matrix, e.g. content classes are scheduled as content clas-

ses and foreign language classes as foreign language classes, as typical of the 

mainstream curriculum design. Furthermore, Dalton-Puffer points out that 

the scope of the content study through the additional school language, typi-

cally, does not exceed 50%. Finally, Dalton-Puffer mentions that CLIL 

teaching is most common in school forms where students have already 

reached the ability to read and write in their first language, i.e. at secondary 

or upper secondary school levels.  

Teaching content through the medium of English has been an object of 

debate in Swedish education and society. In the early 2000s, the topic of the 

intense debate was domain loss (Hyltenstam, 2004; Josephson, 2004, 2005). 

Researchers’ concern at that time was the current situation of languages in 

education, in particular the spread of English, and, consequently, the future 

of Swedish. For the functionality of a language, and for the development of a 

language, it is necessary that the language is being used by its speakers on a 

continuous basis, in all domains of society (ibid). At the beginning of the 

new millennium, researchers and language preservers expressed their con-

cern that Swedish, the first language of most speakers in the country, was at 

risk, fighting for its survival in certain domains, for example, in the academ-

ic field. In learning and teaching at the universities, and in terms of research 

publications, English was considered to gain too much impact over Swedish. 

During this time, CLIL approaches to teaching in the upper secondary school 

came under scrutiny, and investigations looked into the potentially restrict-

ing effects on students’ development and maintenance of Swedish academic 

skills (Falk, 2002, Lim Falk 2008).  

In the late 2000s, certain regulations to language use in school settings 

were developed. In 2009, Swedish Language Council formulated the Swe-

dish Language Act (SFS 2009:600). The Language Act establishes Swedish 

as official major language in Sweden. It also includes regulations and rec-

ommendations with regard to the use of languages for schooling purposes. In 

comprehensive school the minimum use of school language Swedish 

amounts to 50% (SFS 2010:800). For upper secondary school, which is not 

part of compulsory school, the use of Swedish for teaching and learning 

purposes is not regulated (ibid). 

In the programme goals of the national curriculum for upper secondary 

school, English is mentioned for the Natural Sciences and for the Social 

Sciences programmes. In the programme goals for the Natural Sciences pro-
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grammes, the following goal is stated: “The students should also be able to 

understand, read and write about, as well as discuss basic scientific content 

in English” (Skolverket, 2011a, p. 47).  

Similarly, for the Social Sciences programme it is mentioned that “[t]he 

students should also be given the opportunity to express themselves in vari-

ous written and spoken situations above all in Swedish and English” 

(Skolverket 2011a, p. 49). No suggestions or recommendations, however, 

are to be found, except for the requirement that the students’ degree project 

in their final year of upper secondary school should include an abstract in 

English (Skolverket, 2011a, p. 48 and p. 50). 

As mentioned earlier, studying content through English in CLIL pro-

grammes at upper secondary school in the early 2000s was found to have 

limiting effects on the students’ knowledge and development of Swedish as a 

school language (Falk, 2002, Lim Falk, 2008). With regard to students’ de-

velopment of English vocabulary, Lim Falk’s indications were similar (ibid).  

In a recent quantitative research study within the CLISS project, Olsson 

(2016) measured CLIL students’ and non-CLIL students’ knowledge of Eng-

lish academic vocabulary in use in writing. In this comparative study, Olsson 

found that CLIL students already at the onset, i.e. when the students enrolled 

in the upper secondary CLIL strand, these students had a richer and more 

advanced vocabulary in English than the students enrolling in the non-CLIL 

study programmes. Throughout the school years, both student groups in-

creased their knowledge of vocabulary, as could be measured on the basis of 

their written production. As expected, the CLIL students exceeded their 

peers. However, the differences were not significant (Olsson, 2016). 

Extramural English has been found to be a key factor in Swedish adoles-

cents’ knowledge and development of English (Sundqvist, 2009; Sylvén & 

Sundqvist, 2012). Indeed, researchers in the field have claimed that students’ 

development of English language skills would more likely occur in out-of-

school contexts, related to on-line activities such as gaming for example, 

rather than as part of English language classes or English-medium content 

classrooms in school (Sylvén & Sundqvist, 2012). In accordance with these 

findings, Berggren (2013) has further argued that learners’ extended use of 

English in their spare time places new and different demands on English 

language teaching at school. According to Berggren, teachers of English 

need to find out about students’ competences in English and challenge and 

encourage the students to make use of their skills and knowledge in class 

(ibid). Berggren’s (2013) conclusion is based among other things on surveys 

carried out by The Swedish National Agency of Education, in the late 2000s, 

which showed that pupils in lower secondary school did not feel that they 

had sufficient or appropriate opportunities to use their English knowledge 

within the school context (Skolverket, 2008). 

That students’ Extramural English competence is not sufficient to meet 

the linguistic demands of content-based subjects of the national curriculum 
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for upper secondary school, LGY2011, was shown in Olsson’s (2016) thesis, 

which both analysed students’ language diaries and student essays on topics 

related to the natural sciences and social sciences. Even if the students had 

reported a great interest in the English language, and extensive use of Eng-

lish in their spare time, the language competence they had acquired did not 

seem to be sufficient to conceptualise and express subject content in such a 

way that was required in the content subjects in the upper secondary school 

(Olsson, 2016). For language users to attain more abstract levels of language 

competence, knowledge of linguistic structure is needed, Olsson concluded 

(ibid). 

2.4 Multilingual pedagogies 

Bilingualism in education refers to the regular use of two languages for the 

teaching and learning of curriculum content (Leung, 2005). Notably, it is 

only quite recent that multilingualism has gained momentum in the Swedish 

school context (cf. Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 2012). As pointed out 

in an analysis by Musk (2010), the Welsh school system, in comparison to 

the Swedish, aims to build mutual linguistic connections between majority 

language and minority languages. In the Swedish school context, the efforts 

have a one-way direction; “only those who are part of linguistic minorities 

are encouraged to become bilingual, not those who are Swedish monolin-

gual” (Musk, 2010, p. 74). Referring to the notion of language identity, 

Musk argues that a language identity perspective in educational contexts 

facilitates language learners’ development of dynamic bilingualism and mul-

tilingualism, not only on behalf of language heritage, but also as part of de-

velopment of language identities (ibid). Indeed, language learners might not 

only want to learn languages they were born into, but also be interested in 

enhancing their knowledge of a language because their interests in the social 

aspects of this particular language, and its speakers.  

In bi-/multilingual school contexts, many assumptions about language use 

can be found, for example that switching between codes is a sign of poor 

language proficiency, when in fact research shows the opposite: to be able to 

move seamlessly between languages requires advanced command of the 

language (Musk, 2010, p. 12). Indeed, both teachers and learners can find 

themselves challenged, trying to apply a policy when there is none, or trying 

develop practices for language use in interaction, per intuition, building on 

existing knowledge and previous experience, social competence and innova-

tive ideas as the lessons unfold.  

Obviously, more knowledge of repertoires for teaching and learning in 

multilingual contexts is in demand. Kouns (2016) outlines a design process 

in which two physics teachers in collaboration with a teacher of Swedish 

extended their professional repertoires in terms of a language education per-
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spective (Kouns, 2016). The aim of the design process was two-fold: 1) to 

extend the number of opportunities for learners to engage in writing and 

speaking as part of studying physics in the first year of upper secondary 

school (quantitative goal) and 2) to design written and spoken tasks that 

were intergral to the core content of the physics school subject (qualitative 

goal). The findings of the action research study (see e.g. Burns, 2009) 

among other things were: a) development of a battery of teaching and learn-

ing activities in first year upper secondary physics that were founded in 

speaking and writing, b) certain awareness of the meaning and function of 

writing and speaking modes as resources for learning and c) collegial com-

petence in analysis of own teaching from a subject-content-didactics and 

language education perspective (Kouns, 2016, p. 152). In evaluating the 

design process study, Kouns reaches the conclusion that subject-content 

teachers who can apply a language education perspective to planning, teach-

ing and analysing subject-content lessons will contribute to strengthening 

students’ opportunities to manage language use themselves, and use lan-

guages as resources for learning within the different school subjects (ibid, p. 

154). 

In this thesis, bilingual and multilingual have been used synonymously. 

At times bilingual education has been used because it is more established as 

a theoretical field. At other times, bilingual has been used referring to the 

specific study programmes in focus in this research work. The CLIL strands 

explicitly have a bilingual framework. Since multilingual practices are be-

coming more common now, and curricula are encouraging teachers and 

learners to make use of several languages in the processes of learning and 

teaching, it becomes relevant to take interest in, and develop, multilingual 

pedagogies (see García, 2016; Lindberg, 2009, 2010). 

Multilingual pedagogies can be understood both as an ideological term 

and as a concept encompassing pedagogic repertoies and teaching practices. 

Ideologically, engaging in multilingual pedagogies means taking interest in 

the languages the students speak. Pedagogically, being a multilingual peda-

gogue involves creating opportunities for learners to make use of the lan-

guages they know in the learning process. In analyses of opportunities and 

limitations of a translanguaging pedagogy conducted by García (2016), the 

researcher points out that teachers are not expected “to know all languages 

of the students” (García, 2016, p. 24). Rather, the stance, or the approach, is 

about creating spaces for learners to make use of more than one language in 

the teaching and learning situation. Not necessarily is the teacher expected to 

blend languages on a continuous basis. García writes about building a class-

room ecology  

/…where there are books and signage in multiple languages; where collabora-
tive groupings are constructed according to students’ home language so that 
they can deeply discuss a text written in the dominant school language using 
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all their language resources; where students are allowed to write and speak 
with whatever resources they have and not wait until they have the “legiti-
mate” ones to develop a voice; where all students language practices are in-
cluded so as to work against the linguistic hierarchies that exist in schools; 
where families with different language practice are included. 

(García, 2016, p. 24) 
 

Thus, multilingual pedagogies could include the languages of students being 

heard in the classroom in small-group work, e.g. problem-solving in mathe-

matics. Learners could also be encouraged to compare and contrast different 

ways of using language to describe objects, explain phenomena and discuss 

core issues studied within the school subjects. Drawing on the linguistic 

repertoires of the students, when studying language use in texts, or engaging 

in multilingual explanation of phenomenon in science, learners’ analytic 

skills can be developed (Jonsson, 2010, p. 129). 

 Enabling learners in multilingual classrooms to engage in spoken interac-

tion seems to contribute to enhancing their written production. In Sellgren’s 

action research study (2011), 12-year-old pupils learning social sciences 

content were studied. Sellgren was inspired by a genre-pedagogic approach 

in teaching and highlighted the importance of learners’ language production, 

in spoken interaction and written production. The study of pupils’ interaction 

in small-group work showed that pupils made use of peer scaffolding, in 

which they explained to each other step by step. Sellgren found that pupils 

engaging in explanation of content area were moving from the use of collo-

quial language to more abstract/school-related and subject-specific language. 

Findings also showed that the spoken elaboration on the topics were found to 

have positive effects on pupils’ written production (Sellgren, 2011). 

2.5 Teacher and learner perspectives of language use 

In addition to previously mentioned Swedish research studies on teacher and 

learner perspectives of language use in CLIL in the upper secondary school 

(Kontio, 2016; Lim Falk 2008; Olsson 2016; Yoxsimer Paulsrud 2014), 

teacher and learner perspectives of language use in English-medium instruc-

tion contexts have also been studied in higher education in Sweden.  

In comparative research investigating university physics taught through 

English, and university physics taught through Swedish, Airey’s (2009a, 

2011) research encompasses video recordings of lectures, and interviews 

with lecturers and students. Using the stimulated recall method (see e.g. 

Barnard & Burns, 2012), Airey studied lecturers’ and students’ experiences 

of lectures in two languages, from two perspectives, in two steps. First of all, 

the lecturers were interviewed about their experiences of the lecturing in the 

two languages, respectively. Thereafter, the lecturers were invited to reflect 

on their experiences as they were watching recordings of the lectures (Airey, 

2009).  
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Findings showed that university teachers’ lectures in Swedish and English 

on the same topic were different. Even though the lecturers themselves were 

of the opinion that they prepared and taught in a similar mode, it appeared 

that the teachers were telling small anecdotes, and were making elaborations 

of various kinds in Swedish to illustrate the content, whereas they were 

found to be more strict with the content, and to keep themselves closer the 

manuscript when they were lecturing through English (ibid). 

With a focus on students’ cognitions of studying content through English, 

Airey’s study showed that students had developed strategies to meet the 

challenges they perceived in the first year. Airey found potential explana-

tions to better performances and achievements of the students in the second 

year of study (Airey, 2007, 2009b). Among other things, Airey’s findings 

were that the students had adapted their study technique to cope with the 

lectures in English, for example, the students began to prepare for lectures 

by studying the content in advance, something they reported that they would 

not usually do. Airey’s research has resulted in recommendations for lectur-

ers teaching content through English (see e.g. Airey, 2011). 

As found by Wegner (2012) in the Austrian context, similar to the results 

in Nikula’s (2010) research study in Finland, students expressed a willpower 

to take more responsibility for their learning in the bilingual CLIL class-

room. In the interview material collected by Wegner there were examples of 

emerging student agency (see 3.2.2 and Study III). Students showed interest 

in active participation in the lesson design, and could see opportunities to 

take part more actively in the learning and teaching process. Seemingly, as 

interpreted by the participants, the students more than the teachers, the CLIL 

framework allowed for change in power symmetry in the content classroom 

(Wegner, 2012). 
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Bilingual education that is adaptive, able to 

expand and contract, as communicative situa-

tion shift and as the terrain changes, is precisely 

what all children in the 21st century need. 

(García, 2009, p. 8) 

3 Theoretical considerations 

 

This chapter presents the theoretical considerations of the thesis. The thesis 

takes interests in teachers’ and learners’ views and experiences of language 

use in CLIL educational contexts. It could be helpful in the endeavour to 

create suitable educational designs for 21th century generations of children. 

Therefore, a perspective of cognition-in-context, here socio-cultural-

cognition, is of relevance to the present study. To begin with, teacher cogni-

tion and learner cognition will be addressed. Thereafter, bilingualism and 

language-in-education aspects will be taken into consideration, including the 

concept of subject-specific literacies.  

3.1 Socio-cultural-cognitive considerations 

 

 
Figure 2. Socio-cultural-cognitive considerations 

The theoretical framework of this thesis can be described as socio-cultural-

cognitive (see Figure 2). This combination of theoretical perspectives em-
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braces the complexity and the scope of the thesis. At its best, it underscores 

the research questions and facilitates the understanding of the data. At its 

worst, however, the combination of perspectives creates a blurry and unpre-

cise picture. First of all, since the aim of the study is to learn about partici-

pants’ views and experiences of bilingual education, teacher and learner 

cognition is essential. Secondly, since the participants are involved in the 

study of different school subjects in the upper secondary school, knowledge 

gained in the field of subject-content didactics is of relevance. Thirdly, the 

presence of two languages in the educational designs calls for knowledge 

gained in Second Language Acquisition. Fourthly, bilingual education con-

stitutes a paramount theoretical foundation of the thesis, and fifthly, theory-

building in CLIL is a recent field of research, relevant to the aims of the 

thesis. In the following, the theoretical perspectives will be outlined and 

specifically applied.  

3.2 Teacher and learner socio-cognition and literacy 

Cognition means “knowledge and understanding” (Macmillan Dictionary, 

2018). More specifically it can be defined as “the mental action or process of 

acquiring knowledge and understanding through thought, experience and the 

senses” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018). Scientifically speaking, cognition is “a 

theory of human cognition” (ibid). Cognitive science as an interdisciplinary 

field emerged in the mid 1950s, and Bruner developed the branch of educa-

tional psychology. Bruner’definition of cognition was “the highly selective 

and canny ways in which human beings achieve, categorize, remember, or-

ganize, and use their knowledge of the world” (Bruner, 2006a, p. 1). Obvi-

ously, to understand the way teachers teach and learners learn, observing 

lessons or measuring written and spoken production will not be sufficient. 

Also, cognitive aspects in context must be taken into consideration. 

This thesis views teachers and learners as active, reflective participants 

(Dysthe, 1996; Schön, 1983; Tornberg, 2009), parts of various communities 

of practice (Wertsch, 1998) of relevance to their work and studies. Thus, the 

context of teachers’ and learners’ thinking and knowledge-building of the 

world, is of importance: not only practice is situated (Kouns, 2010), but also 

cognition is situated. Teachers and learners can be considered to reflect-in- 

practice (see. Figure 3). In the present thesis, therefore, the notion of socio-

cognition will be used. Both teachers and learners can be considered to have 

assumptions about teaching and learning, e.g. how teaching and learning 

should be organised, what the object of study should be, and why this object 

should be studied in particular ways (Apelgren, 2001, 2014; Schön, 1983; 

Tornberg, 2009).  

As previously mentioned, in attempts to understand teachers’ and learn-

ers’ ways of thinking, just observing practices will not be enough (Burns 
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2009, 2010; Woods, 1996). Instead, in enabling participants to tell their sto-

ries will be important. In taking into consideration participants’ views and 

experiences of learning and teaching, their decision-making processes with 

regard to teaching can be visualised, to participants themselves and to others, 

e.g. colleagues and fellow-students (Borg, 2003).  

Indeed, a teacher cognition perspective takes interest not only in teaching 

but also in”the rationale for teaching” (ibid). In efforts to reflect on teaching, 

e.g. as part of formulating a pedagogic stance, or a professional praxis theo-

ry, teachers articulate implicit knowledge, or tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 

1958). In this way it becomes possible to think together, to establish, change 

and develop practices in a collaborative way (e.g. Borg, 2012; Colnerud & 

Granström, 2002; Handal & Lauvås, 2000; Säljö, 2015). Similarly, learners 

can also be regarded as designers of learning environments (Selander & 

Kress, 2010; Kress & Selander, 2012). Thus, it is of interest to study, try to 

interpret, and learn from learners’ implicit knowledge, thinking and deci-

sion-making processes. 

The notion of literacy, originally a 19
th
 term, distinguishing those who 

could read and write from those who could not, i.e. literate vs. illiterate in a 

dichotomous way, has found new meanings and applications in education 

and society in the 21
st
 century. A classic definition of the word literacy being 

the “ability to read and write” (Macmillan, 2018; Oxford Dictionaries, 

2018), the term currently more specifically also means “[c]ompetence of 

knowledge in a specified area”, e.g. “computer literacy is essential” (Oxford 

Dictionaries, 2018). The extended meaning of literacy was developed by the 

New Literacies Studies group in the late 1990s (see Street, 1998). In re-

sponse to new development in the digital age, the researchers in the New 

Literacy Studies movement developed more complex understandings and 

uses of the term to enable description, explanation, and teaching of new, 

diverse and advanced competences (ibid). In educational contexts of today, 

the notion of literacy is applied for example in the following areas: assess-

ment literacy, digital literacy and disciplinary literacy. In its extended mean-

ing, literacy is considered to be specific to a context and/or a group of users. 

It is considered to include four dimensions of competence: ability to decode 

the practices of the group of users, ability to engage in practice, ability to 

engage in practice as a participant of the community, and ability to critically 

reflect on the practices of the community (Gee, 2007, see also 3.2.2). Devel-

oping literacy in a specific context means making efforts to be a full member 

of this particular community of practice. In the context of the present re-

search work, the notions of CLIL teaching literacy and CLIL learning litera-

cy seemed to make sense. Given the perceived challenges teachers and 

learners could encounter in bilingual education, engaging in teaching and 

learning school subject content through two languages, the notion of literacy 

could be helpful in documenting and interpreting, and,  learning from partic-

ipants’ cognitions in the field. 
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3.2.1 Teacher socio-cognition and teaching literacy 

In teacher cognition research, teachers’ decision making is understood and 

studied as part of complex networks of interacting factors (Borg 2003, 2006, 

2015). In a similar vein, Nishino argues that it is not enough to study beliefs 

about teaching and learning, but that also a wide range of constructs need to 

be investigated, e.g.beliefs about the school subject, about language, the 

learners and the self (Nishino, 2012, p. 388). 

According to Barnard & Burns (2012), typical factors that influence lan-

guage teachers’ networks of thinking and acting are: their own experiences 

as a learner, pre-service or in-service training, their own studies in the field, 

exchange of experience and ideas with students and colleagues, at the school 

or in wider circles, and finally, the impact of authority, by school principals, 

inspectors, examination boards or ministries of education (Barnard & Burns, 

2012, p. 3). 

In recent teacher cognition research, decision making is found to be cru-

cial to teaching (Borg, 2006, 2012). Borg (2012) has proposed a set of terms 

to organise teacher’s decision making in qualitative terms: assumptions, 

perceptions, attitudes, beliefs and knowledge. In Borg’s reasoning,  

/… assumptions are axioms which enable us to make pre-judgements about 
the world; for example, a teacher facing a new class of learners will assume 
that, in a number of respects, they will be similar to classes she or he has pre-
viously taught. After working with the new learners for some time, the teacher 
will perceive that there are similarities and differences between, this class and 
previous ones, and new somewhat tentative attitudes will emerge. With fur-
ther experience, these attitudes will tend to be refined, rejected or reformulat-
ed and then incorporated into a set of firmer and more stable beliefs. What dis-
tinguishes a belief about something from a knowledge of something is that re-
spected members of one’s community accept it is a fact. 

(Borg, 2012, pp. 3-4, author’s italics) 
 

Through the process of describing and sharing teaching expertise, a profes-

sional language can be developed and shared among practitioners and re-

searchers in education (Colnerud & Granström, 2002; Handal & Lauvås, 

2000). Indeed, for a profession to maintain and develop its core thinking, 

action and concern, it is important to share a community language to de-

scribe, analyse and reflect on core issues and concerns (ibid). 

Encountering, responding to, and managing change has emerged as a key 

capacity for teachers. As shown in Apelgren’s (2001) research on language 

teachers’ experiences of encounters with a new curriculum for comprehen-

sive school in the mid-1990s, reflection was found to be an essential, indeed 

intrinsic part, of the teaching profession (Apelgren, 2001).  
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Figure 3. Planning, teaching and reflection cycle 

 

Reflection on teaching is a continuous process for teachers (see Fig. 3). 

Apelgren accounts for two types of reflection, analytic and normative reflec-

tion (Apelgren, 2001, 2014). Analytic and normative processes, part of pre-

planning, teaching, and post-planning lessons and projects, occur in constant 

dialogue, individually within the teacher, in collaboration with colleagues, 

and in dialogue with students. 

 
Figure 4. CLIL planning, teaching and reflection cycle 

 

In the present study, the new genre-oriented, literacy-based, curriculum 

LGY2011 (Skolverket, 2011a), and the use of two school languages, English 

and Swedish, are considered to be factors with potential impact on the con-

tinuous flow of planning, teaching and reflection of CLIL teachers (see Fig-

ure 4).  

Considering teachers’ ways of planning, teaching and reflecting, the con-

cept of teaching literacy emerges as relevant. It is a notion that embraces the 

complexity and multidimensionality of teachers’ thinking processes, and it 

includes the idea of professional development (cf. Colnerud & Granström, 

2002; Handal & Lauvås, 2000). It includes the ability to decode how to teach 

(Gee, 2007), doing teaching (cf. Lemke, 2000), knowing about teaching in a 

 

Literacy-based, genre-

oriented curriculum, e.g. 

LGY 2011 

Two school languages, 

e.g. English and Swedish 
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generic sense (e.g. Dahlqvist, 2012), and knowing about teaching a specific 

school subject (e.g. Nygård Larsson, 2011; O’Halloran, 2000; Schlepper-

grell, 2004; Schüllerqvist, 2010, 2012) as well as reflecting on teaching 

(Apelgren, 2001, 2014). Moreover, taking recent development in subject-

content didactics into consideration, a fourth dimension can be included: 

research on teaching literacy (Kallioniemi & Virta, 2012). 

3.2.2 Learner socio-cognition and learning literacy 

To understand processes of teaching and learning, it is of relevance to study 

what the student does (Biggs & Tang, 2007), but of interest is also student 

thinking and behaviour (Airey, 2009; Chamot, 2012; Wegner, 2012). Indeed, 

learners’ ways of learning both out-of-school and in school environments are 

becoming increasingly complex and many-faceted (Gee, 2010; Kress & Se-

lander, 2012; Selander & Kress, 2010). Adolescents’ rich exposure to, and 

extensive usage of, the internet, and the acquired habits of searching for the 

information they need, and of interaction with other internet users, as part of 

gaming or other on-line out of school social networking create new ways of 

approaching learning and communication (Säljö, 2015; Vigmo, 2014). As 

suggested in this thesis, these multidimensional ways of learning developed 

by learners in response to the surrounding society, to technological inven-

tions and school frameworks, could be referred to as learning literacy. 

As early as in the mid-2000s, Gee elaborated on the notion of learner ac-

tivity and literacy development (Gee, 2007). Notably, the knowledge, habits 

and competences that students acquire by using, and discussing, digital tools 

with their peers,will gradually change the students’ epistemology, i.e. their 

views of, and understanding of, knowledge (ibid). Interestingly, Gee concep-

tualised gamers’ knowledge and competences as a means of four-

dimensional literacy; ability to: decode, play, participate as part of a com-

munity, and reflect (Gee, 2007, pp. 24-25). The on-line gamers acquire 

knowledge and competence to play by engaging in decoding how to play, by 

playing the game, by playing with their peers as part of a community of 

players, and finally by reflecting on the games they play. The first three di-

mensions the adolescents can engage in themselves, but with regard to the 

fourth dimension, reflection, the gamer adolescents would need encourage-

ment and support from the adult generation (Gee, 2007). Thus, it is the abil-

ity to think critically about the games that needs to be developed, Gee argued 

(ibid). Potentially, a critical approach to gaming could be developed through 

development of reasoning and analytic skills at school (ibid). This could be 

achieved by connecting students’ use of digital tools out of school with their 

use and knowledge of digital resources in the school environment. 

The active approach that is found in the four dimensions of Gee’s model 

can be connected to agency, students’ own power and ability to take part 

(Jewitt, 2009). To Jewitt, the ability to take initiatives and the capability to 
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collectively solve problems are useful skills, skills that adolescents practice 

out of school, for examples as on-line gamers, and skills that can be 

acknowledged and integrated into the school environment (ibid). In Jewitt’s 

view, school has to not only acknowledge the reality that learners face out-

side of school but also build on it as part of the curriculum (ibid). Notably, 

the current curriculum for upper secondary school, LGY2011, in many ways 

takes such an approach to learning and understanding (Skolverket, 2011a).  

Even if the discussion about student agency mainly finds it focus in the 

fields of digital resources for communication and learning, and how to find 

matching points between students’ out-of-school knowledge and the goals of 

the curriculum, these concerns could be considered to be closely related to 

content and language integrated pedagogies.Consequently, a potential space 

for development of CLIL pedagogies can be found here. Indeed, lower sec-

ondary pupils’ knowledge of out-of-school English has potential to be put to 

use in much more content-based, and challenging, contexts than is often the 

case in the English language classroom in school, as found in empirical re-

search studies and reports (Berggren, 2013; Lundberg & Oscarson, 2008).  

Students’ lack of motivation in the lower secondary/upper secondary Eng-

lish classroom could be understood as consequences of not being challenged 

fully in the language-based classroom (e.g. Kjellén-Simes, 2008). An in-

crease in students’ active participation in planning for learning could be one 

means of building this literacy connection. Obviously, young learners in 

Sweden are capable of using English for many out-of-school purposes, as 

shown in research on Extramural English (Sundqvist, 2009; Sylvén & 

Sundqvist 2012). Potentially, it could be the case that learners who have 

experienced lack of agency in the lower secondary English classroom are 

among those students who apply to study in CLIL strands at upper secondary 

school. 

3.2.3 Interaction design  

An interactional approach to learning and teaching is an approach in which 

not only the teachers but also the learners are involved in the design of learn-

ing environments (Kluge, Krange & Ludvigsen, 2014; Kress & Selander, 

2012; Selander & Kress, 2010; Vigmo, 2014).  

Involving students in the planning of learning activities and tasks, and to 

some extent in the choice of content of study, is also something that is advo-

cated in the curriculum documents for the Swedish upper secondary school: 

the students should take responsibility for their learning and take active part 

in the design of learning environments and tasks of study (Skolverket 

2011a).  
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3.2.4 Multimodal ecology 

Within socio-semiotic theory, the concepts mode, multimodality and multi-

modal ensemble have been developed by Kress to identify, describe and 

analyse the functions and relations of different resources in learning and 

teaching (Kress, 2010). To Kress, mode corresponds to a means, format or 

way to do something, multimodality indicates the acknowledgement of a 

variety of resources, and, indeed, the inner correlation between these re-

sources. Multimodal ensemble, then, refers to the notion of a combination of 

resources for learning (ibid). Even though teachers and learners have access 

to the same semiotic resourses, they will compose them differently (Jewitt, 

lecture at Stockholm University, 30 May, 2013). 

A multimodal perspective of teaching and learning signals an interest in 

the co-existence, and design, of various modes in ways that are conducive to 

learners’ successful learning (Bezemer et al, 2012). Even though multimo-

dality has been considered to be a perspective or an approach to understand-

ing how different modes strengthen or oppose one another in a learning envi-

ronment (Bezemer & Jewitt, 2010), the research area can now be referred to 

as multimodal theory (Hestbaek, 2017). 

Applying a socio-semiotic perspective, access to two languages within an 

educational framework will be found to have an effect on the teaching and 

learning that processes that are taking place (see 3.2.1, Figure 4). In this 

respect, the situation of access to two languages can be regarded as an af-

fordance (Gibson, 1979), as a space of potential action (Danielsson, 2016), 

created through the CLIL framework. Reasoning in terms of multimodal 

ecology, the participants involved, the teachers and learners are designers 

(Kress & Selander, 2012; Selander & Kress, 2010) who in collaboration with 

one another (Jewitt, 2009), will find themselves challenged to make use of 

both languages of schooling, potentially in combination with other, semiotic, 

resources for teaching and learning. Indeed, as found by Bigestans (2015), 

teachers with a teacher degree from abroad, who found their way back to the 

teaching profession in the Swedish school context, would make use of a 

whole range of semiotic resources in their teaching in the classroom, to 

compose suitable situations of communication and learning in the content-

based classroom (Bigestans, 2015). 

3.3 Languaging about subject-specific literacies  

In the mid-1980s, Swain (1985) developed the term languaging to embrace 

language production, language users’ active speech or written production; 

their language output (Swain, 1985). This seminal act contributed to consti-

tuting the inner logic of communicative language learning and teaching. 

Much later, the notion of active language use has found its way into the syl-

labi for both language-based and content-based school subjects (Lundahl, 
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2010) in the Swedish school system. In the national curriculum for upper 

secondary school, LGY2011, it is stated what students need to know in each 

subject, in the part called ‘core content’, and more specifically in the 

‘knowledge requirements’ (Skolverket, 2011a). Moreover, the 2011 syllabi 

express a genre pedagogic view of learning and teaching, something which 

is shown through verbs, indicating that learners need to develop their ability 

to ‘describe’, ‘explain’, ‘analyse’, ‘discuss’ and ‘reflect’ on phenomena and 

processes studied in the school subjects (ibid). 

Thus, in comparison to the previous curriculum from 1994, the current 

curriculum, LGY2011 places new and higher demands on learners’ use of 

language. This is primarily seen in the requirements to adapt to various con-

texts, and in the explicit requirements to use various genres in oral and writ-

ten accounts. For successful communication and learning in the content-

based subjects, the students need to use the language in a conscious way, 

adapting their language use to contexts of different levels of formality and 

literacy, in spoken as well as written format.  

In learning environments where more than one language of schooling is 

part of the framework of study, the requirements could be considered to be 

even more demanding (Leung, 2013). However, access to two languages 

could also provide enhancement of learning and teaching for participants 

(e.g. Norén, 2013). Applying a multimodal perspective on learning and 

teaching, access to two languages in the content classroom could serve the 

purpose of scaffolding (Bruner, 1978; Gibbons, 2002). Turn-taking between 

languages could facilitate explanation, and understanding, of complex con-

tent area within the school subjects. (cf. Tornberg, 2009, pp. 17-18 for in-

depth explanation of knowledge-building with regard to schemes and 

scripts). In this respect, language use could be planned prior to teaching, in 

Gibbons’ words, by means of designed scaffolding (Gibbons, 2009) and, 

possibly take place as part of in-teaching decisions, as interactional scaffold-

ing (ibid). However, as pointed out by Bruner (1978), and emphasised by 

Gibbons (2002), scaffolding does not mean simply help in a generic sense, 

but a special kind of help that “assists learners to move towards new skills, 

concepts or levels of understanding” (Gibbons, 2002, p. 10). Intrinsic to the 

notion of scaffolding is that it is temporary and future-oriented (ibid., cf. 

Vygotsky, 1978). 

As argued in the opening line of this chapter, designs for bilingual educa-

tion are paramount (García, 2009, p. 8). At the same time, it must be 

acknowledged that this involves efforts of change. First of all, the use of two 

languages in education will affect the curriculum design (García, 2009; 

Leung, 2013). For participating learners, there is both the potential of double 

challenges, i.e. exaggerated difficulty and the potential of synergy effects, 

i.e. processes that serve the purpose of enhancing teaching and learning. 

Moreover, bilingualism will impact the expectations of teachers’ pedagogic 

content knowledge (Schulman, 1986). In bilingual settings all teachers are 
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considered to be language teachers (e.g. Axelsson et al, 2006). Consequent-

ly, they need meta-linguistic knowledge (ibid, cf. Cunningham, 2012).  

3.3.1 Knowledge of language 

Not only language teachers in the language-based school subjects need to 

gain, and teach, meta-linguistic knowledge. Metalinguistic knowledge, i.e. 

knowledge about language is a concern also for teachers in the content-based 

school subjects. With a literacy-oriented curriculum like LGY 2011 this is 

crucial. As pointed out in the new curriculum for upper secondary school, 

students’ linguistic development is a concern for all teachers (Skolverket, 

2011a). Researchers in linguistics, language policy and education claim that 

“all teachers are language teachers” (Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 

2012) and that language is an integrated part of learning and teaching in all 

school subjects. When teachers learn about, acknowledge, and teach linguis-

tic content relevant to their school subjects, learners will find useful scaf-

folding in their learning efforts (Edlund, 2011; Gibbons, 2002, 2009).  

Typical of CLIL study environments is the access to two languages on a 

daily basis. Potentially, this affordance could serve as a means of scaffold-

ing, taking into consideration the constant opportunity to compare two ways 

of expression. Thus, the presence of two languages could be regarded to 

serve the purpose of developing linguistic knowledge, without it being men-

tioned or addressed. Indeed, this has often been the situation in learning en-

vironments that have adopted an immersion approach. ‘The more language 

learners are exposed to, the more they will learn’ (e.g. Krashen, 1981). In 

present times, however, in the light of extensive and in-depth research in 

immersion environments, it is known that exposure to language and use of 

language is not sufficient for effective learning. For learners to become in-

dependent learners, and for learners to reach advanced proficiency levels, 

knowledge about language needs to be taught in explicit terms. 

As previously pointed out, with the 2011 curriculum for upper secondary 

school, requirements for learners to be able to take responsibility for their 

learning and to reflect on their learning were stated (Skolverket, 2011a, 

2012a, 2012b,  see also Study I). For learners to be able to view their learn-

ing process, and draw conclusions about future strategies for learning, they 

need to be able to view themselves and their learning achievements from a 

reflective point of view. The curriculum requires of learners that they are 

being able to reason about their development in generic, abstract terms. To 

achieve this, the learners need to develop awareness of language use. If not 

earlier, in their active language production, in descriptions and reflections on 

their learning process, the need of knowledge about language will appear. 
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3.3.2 Communicative competence 

Barab & Roth (2006) make a distinction between relational communication 

and transactional communication (see Study I, Socio-affective barrier). As 

regards relational communication, the aims of the communication are of a 

social, relation-building nature. In these contexts, ways of communication as 

well as the topics of the conversation aim to build and nurture the continua-

tion of communication between participants. Research shows that relational 

communication often employs language and means of communicating that 

are more informal. Transactional communication on the other hand refers to 

communication about content area in the official sense, communication that 

is formal, communication about content that is beforehand decided and regu-

lated. For instance, the content areas as stated in the syllabi of different 

school subjects in the curriculum would be considered to be the topic of 

transactional communication (cf. Kindenberg & Nygård Larsson, 2016). 

Depending on how language ideologies are explored in communication in 

different contexts, situations of diglossia can be a result (Hyltenstam, 2005; 

Josephson, 2004). In these situations, patterns have been established for 

which language to be used in what situation. In some cases, diglossic situa-

tions can develop into fixed sets of language use among participants. For 

instance, a major, dominant language could always be used in transactional 

situations, whereas a minor, less dominant language tends to be used in rela-

tional communication. If patterns of this kind continue to develop over a 

longer period of time, there are risks of ‘domain loss’ (Hyltenstam, 2005; 

Josephson, 2004). With regard to the enormous spread and status of the Eng-

lish language in Swedish society, many discussions have been held, and 

certain language policies have been developed to meet and deal with poten-

tial risks of English gaining too much importance as a language of commu-

nication in Swedish society (for an in-depth discussion of these and related 

issues, see Björkman, 2013). 

 Most recently, in the 2017 report “The Need of a Language Strategy for 

Sweden” (my translation), published by the Swedish Association of Higher 

Education, issues of multilingualism were addressed, focusing on the impli-

cations of Sweden as a multilingual society for higher education (Alberius et 

al, 2017). Indeed, for languages to be communicated in with regard to both 

the relational and transactional, the education system needs to act with re-

sponsibility at all levels, from K-12 schooling to academic study. 

3.3.3 Subject-specific proficiency  

In the light of systemic functional linguistics (Halliday, 2004; Halliday & 

Mathiessen, 2004)) and genre pedagogies (Axelsson et al, 2006; Christie, 

2006; Derewianka, 2005; Liberg, 2009; Magnusson, 2008), language is stud-

ied as embedded in contexts. In these perspectives, language cannot be sepa-
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rated from the situation in which it occurred, be it a whole-class discussion 

in the civics classroom, a role play performed by a group of students in his-

tory class, or a laboratory report written by a student in biology class.  

Approaching language from these theoretical viewpoints means acknowl-

edging the importance of languaging awareness in the content-based class-

room. Access to two code languages in a learning situation can facilitate 

learning, given that the learner is motivated to learn in school and possibly 

has knowledge and experience of using this code in similar situations out of 

school, and that the learner can use these reference points as resources for 

learning. Here, the aspect of cognates becomes relevant (see Bardel, Falk & 

Lindqvist, 2016). Students learning biology or history in English and Swe-

dish could recognize and understand complex terminology, subject-specific 

language, potentially more easily due to similarity of words between lan-

guages. Input of terminology and explanation of terminology through two 

codes could enhance students’ learning and understanding of content area.  

The new curriculum for upper secondary school, LGY2011, takes these 

aspects into consideration, to a large extent from an output point of view. 

Students are being asked to actively describe, explain, reason, analyse and 

reflect as part of their learning in the different school subjects. The pedagog-

ic rationale for this approach for learning is that students learn when they are 

actively involved in writing, speaking, dramatizing, drawing and interacting. 

It is not until the learner needs to formulate their understanding of a specific 

content area that they will make efforts to express themselves clearly and 

well. It is here that the teaching of text types, or, as the focus is on language 

embedded in a context for a certain purpose, rather genres (Martin, 1985; 

Hyland, 2007), has found its way into the subjects in the upper secondary 

school. The implications for teachers are that they need to explicitly teach, 

and make learners aware of, conventions of language structure and language 

use they encounter in study material and via various on-line resources.  

An implication for teachers in bilingual education is that they need to 

make learners aware of the multidimensionality of languaging. In efforts to 

develop subject-specific proficiency in the bilingual content classroom, 

learners can benefit both from languaging practice, and from learning about 

languaging as expression of content in informal or formal modes (Cummins, 

1979), or as a means of speaking in different linguistic registers; colloqui-

al/everyday, generic school-related/academic language and subject-specific 

school-related/academic (Lindberg, 2006, 2009a) (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Linguistic register continuum 

 

As suggested in Figure 5, languaging for subject-specific literacies can be 

practiced, and, indeed, taught as part of three registers; colloquial language, 

generic, school-related/academic language, and subject-specific language. 

CLIL content teachers of various school subjects could benefit from thinking 

about, and planning for language use in the content classroom in terms of 

movement along this continuum. In particular, the notion of grammatical 

metaphor (see Magnusson, 2011) could be useful in efforts to enhance learn-

ers’ knowledge development in the bilingual content classroom. As shown in 

research on ninth graders’ development of a school-related language in Swe-

dish as a second language, pupils who could elaborate on language use along 

the linguistic register continuum scored well on the written national test, and 

received high grades in the school subject (ibid).  

3.3.4 Multilingual ecology 

Looking at the world through an ecological lens, language teachers – or con-

tent and language teachers for that matter - are not regarded as mediators of 

a linguistic code, but as teachers of negotiation of meaning (Kramsch, 2008, 

2013). Similarly, in translanguaging ideologies, the focus is on the speakers 

and their needs of the language/s/ in specific situations for communication of 

a certain content, and not on the language itself (García, 2009, 2011). In the 

same vein, Jonsson (2017) argues in favour of a multilingual norm, where 

language users with confidence can make use of the linguistic resources 

available to them for meaning-making and learning, sensitive response to the 

context in which they communicate and learn (Jonsson, 2017). 

In increasingly multilingual societies, researchers in language and educa-

tion around the world emphasise the necessity of multilingualism in educa-

tion. For new generations, and for children and adolescents to be able to 

encounter and communicate with one another in an open-minded and func-

tional way, all learners at school should be given the opportunity to learn and 

study through more than one language in school (Alberius et al, 2017; Gar-

cía, 2009; Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 2012). These researchers view 
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multilingualism in education as both important and complex (García, 2009; 

Leung, 2005, 2013).  

In the same way as multilingual speakers in communicative situations out 

of school draw on the linguistic resources they possess to make themselves 

understood, and to understand one another, multilingual repertoires can func-

tion as resources for learning and understanding in formal schooling (García, 

2009; Lindberg, 2009b). Specific to school contexts, however, is that indi-

viduals with various forms of multilingual repertoires come together, not 

only to socialize but also to learn the content of the school curriculum. Based 

on the participants’ – students’, teachers’, parents’, staff-at-school’ - 

knowledge and abilities, the task for the school is to create “a multilingual 

room for learning”, where the goals of the curriculum can be achieved 

through suitable pedagogy and working methods that are conducive to the 

local context (Carlson, 2009). 

For educationalists it is important to take into consideration that the lin-

guistic competences of multilingual speakers can be highly complex, and 

that it is next to impossible to make generalisations (Carlson, 2009; García, 

2009; Lindberg, 2002). Each multilingual individual has a unique set-up of 

language competences, and it is through providing opportunities to study 

through several languages that the linguistic repertoire can function as a 

source for learning at school. In this context, pre-understanding is considered 

to be a central concept for learning and teaching (Gibbons, 2009). Planning 

for students’ successful learning begins with finding about learners’ pre-

knowledge, and building the teaching and learning sequences from there 

toward the learning goals, language-wise and content-wise (ibid). 

Even though individuals’ unique repertoires of linguistic knowledge, lin-

guistic competences and language proficiency can be regarded as complex, 

they must not be regarded as a problem (Li & Moyer, 2008). In contrast, the 

demands that multilingualism in society places on educational systems can 

be regarded as a potential (Edlund, 2011). Instead of viewing multilingual-

ism as a constraint, multilingualism can be understood as a resource, for 

learners’ identity formation and successful knowledge development (Hylten-

stam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 2012).  

The CLIL approach can be viewed as one means of building on students’ 

motivation to learn to use the language, to use the language to learn, and to 

learn to use the English language better (e.g. Kjellén-Simes, 2008; Marsh, 

2000; Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014). A CLIL approach, be it CEIL (Content and 

English Integrated Learning) (see Dalton-Puffer, 2011), or another linguistic 

design, is one means of maintaining and developing linguistic knowledge in 

curriculum-embedded contexts. It has potential to develop teacher and learn-

er literacies. Conditions are required, however, where participants can inter-

act with flexibility, building on pre-knowledge, developing repertoires to 

reach the competence they need. Organised models can also be considered to 

be helpful, ensuring that the learners and the teachers alike are working on 
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their analytic skills, and can reflect on the consequences of their actions in a 

long-term, societal, perspective. 

Co-design efforts, where language policy planners, together with re-

searchers in linguistics, language education and curriculum design, in com-

bination with practicing teachers and learners share views and experiences 

and knowledge can facilitate the development of long-lasting frameworks 

with a rich knowledge-base. Multi-faceted perspectives could not be but 

necessary understand these complex educational environments, planning for 

dynamic multi-/bi-/languaging, holistically, and with flexibility in detail. 
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4 Method 

 

The three case studies that form the basis of the present thesis work were all 

conducted during a two-year period in the early 2010s; 2011-2013. They 

were interview studies that aimed to document, interpret and learn from the 

participants’ views and experiences of content teaching and learning through 

two languages. The two first studies encompassed interviews with teachers, 

and the third study encompassed interviews with students.  

The overarching research questions of the licentiate thesis are: 1.What are 

new and experienced CLIL teachers’ perceptions of challenges and possibili-

ties with regard to teaching content through English? 2. What are biology 

and history teachers’ rationales for language use in CLIL in response to the 

2011 curriculum for upper secondary school? 3. What are students’ cogni-

tions of studying content in a CLIL programme? 

In the following, the method will be outlined. After an introduction to the 

qualitative research design, the main data collection tool, the semi-structured 

interview, will be presented followed by a brief description of participants 

and schools. Thereafter, the analysis procedure will be introduced and com-

mented on. The section concludes with ethical considerations, and reflec-

tions on limitations to the research design. 

4.1 Qualitative research  

The present qualitative research work has an ethnographic orientation (Heath 

& Street, 2008; Heigham & Sakui, 2009). More specifically, the study takes 

interest in understanding participants’ own views and experiences of a par-

ticular object or phenomenon, here views and experiences of bilingual teach-

ing and learning in a CLIL study programme. In engaging in study, the eth-

nographic researcher has to be able to “maintain an emic (insider or partici-

In order to investigate the complex themes that emerge 

from educational practice, educational linguists must not 

only be trained in a variety of theoretical and analytical 

tools but also in critical thinking skills that prepare them 

to integrate them in systematic yet creative ways. 

(van Lier, 2004, pp. 188-189) 
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pant perspective) and the etic (outer or researcher perspective) position sim-

ultaneously” (Heigham & Sakui, 2009, p. 97, authors’ bold). This involves 

the researcher being able to change perspectives. On the one hand the re-

searcher’s task is to listen and observe and try to view and interpret situa-

tions and experiences, thinking the way the participants do. On the other 

hand, the researcher has to avoid becoming too involved in the context, and 

instead maintain a fresh mind, being able to view and analyse occurences 

and utterances from a research perspective. 

As participants’ reports of language use in action are the object of study, 

the research work could be called socio-cultural-cognitive. In the sense that 

it views language use as both reflecting and shaping the context the research 

work could also be referred to as exploratory (cf. Yoxsimer Paulsrud, 2014).  

In effect, this research study could be considered to be part of the educa-

tional linguistics paradigm. As such, it takes interest in the “reciprocal nature 

of research and practice” (Spolsky & Hult, 2008, p. 7). Its starting point is 

always educational practice and the focus is on (the role of) language (in) 

learning and teaching (Hornberger, 2001, p. 19, in Spolsky & Hult, 2008, p. 

7).  

Research work in educational linguistics aims to develop in-depth under-

standing of a wide scope of themes. Critical thinking in a transdisciplinary 

sense is at work in educational linguistics (van Lier, 2004). In the long term 

perspective, educational linguistics works to ensure that students encounter 

teaching that is well informed in issues of language, and that they are ex-

posed to pedagogy that is linguistically responsible (Spolsky & Hult, 2008, 

p. 11). 

4.2 Semi-structured interview 

Since participants’ views, experiences and reflections cannot be observed, 

the present study had to make efforts to go beyond observation (Burns, 2010; 

Woods, 1996). More specifically, the semi-structured interview was chosen 

as major data collection tool. (Bryman, 2013; Richards, 2009). The semi-

structured interview was chosen for its combination of structure and flexibil-

ity (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2011). An interview guide, consisting of one part 

with background questions, part a, and one part with themes, part b, was 

developed (see Appendix 9.2). In its combination of closed questions and 

open questions, one the one hand, certain background data could be collected 

in all the interviews (ibid, see part a) and on the other hand, the interviewees 

could choose to elaborate more or less extensively, probing deeper on some 

themes, according to their knowledge or interests (ibid, see part b). 

The nature of the themes, and the fact that the interview guide was visible 

to both interview and interviewer, was found to contribute to empowering 

participants, allowing the interviewee/s/ to overview the interview, welcom-
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ing participants to talk at length, or focus more on some areas, at the same 

time making it possible for the interviewer to see to it that key areas were 

being addressed (Richards, 2009, pp. 185-186).  

The interview guide was tested in a pilot study (Murray, 2009, p. 49). 

This test interview took place prior to the start of the collection of data for 

the thesis. The pilot session proved to be beneficial. It contributed both to 

enhancing the design of the interview guide, and the interview situation. 

During the pilot study, management of technical equipment was tested, and 

familiarity with the interview format was enhanced. After the pilot study it 

became possible to reflect on the conditions for conducting an interview in a 

focused, yet relaxed manner.  

4.3 Participants and schools 

Fourteen teachers and fifteen students took part in this three-fold interview 

research study (Table 1). The participants were interviewed during a two-

year period in the early 2010s, as they were working or studying at three 

upper secondary schools in three mid-sized cities in Sweden. They were 

practitioners at local authority-run upper secondary schools, actively en-

gaged in different varieties of bilingual study programmes.  

The teachers were teachers of biology, civics, history and mathematics. 

The students were first year upper secondary students studying in the natural 

sciences programme or the social sciences programme. In the context of this 

thesis, the bilingual upper secondary study programmes at the three schools 

have been called CLIL strands (cf. Sylvén & Ohlander, 2014, see also Study 

II).  

 
Table 1. Overview of participants  

Participants Teachers Students 

Study I 6 - 

Study II 8 - 

Study III - 15 

Total 14 15 

 
Table 2. Overview of interview data 

Interviews Teachers Students 

Study I 379, 81 min  - 

Study II 455, 11 min - 

Study III  - 91, 94 min 

Total 834, 92 min  91, 94 min  
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4.4 Data collection 

The interview material, recorded with an mp3 player, encompasses 15 hours 

of recorded interview data with participants, 13.5 hours of teacher interview 

data and 1.5 hours of student interview data (Table 2). 

The interviews with the teachers were conducted on a one-to-one basis, 

whereas the interviews with the students were organized as focus group in-

terviews (Heigham, 2009, see also Study III). The interviews usually took 

place in connection with a lesson, often immediately after a lesson or later 

during the school day. The lessons were observed by the researcher.  

The lesson-plus-interview design was found to be positive for several rea-

sons. Knowledge of the classroom environment and its participants, in com-

bination with immediate experiences of the lesson, served as useful reference 

points during interviews. It facilitated the interview, as it functioned as a 

means of pre-knowledge. It also facilitated the transcription of the interview, 

since the interview was found to be embedded in a context. 

4.5 Data analysis 

Analysis of data was conducted by means of open coding (Dörniey, 2007; 

Heigham & Croker, 2009). The constant comparative method, or a constant 

comparative perspective (Heath & Street, 2008), also referred to as qualita-

tive content analysis (Bryman, 2013; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), was used. 

The data were studied on an on-going basis, searching for emerging patterns, 

within interviews, between interviews and across the entire data material. 

The codes were then brought together, resulting in larger, overarching, cate-

gories. The aim of the analysis was to make sense of the material, and to try 

to understand the teachers’ and learners’ views and experiences in context 

(Bryman, 2013).  

A researcher’s analytical journey has to be systematic and sustainable. In-

deed, sufficient analysis has had to take place, before the researcher can 

claim that the analysis has found its inner consistency (Föllesdal, Wallöe & 

Elster, 2009), and that data saturation has been reached (Richards, 2009, p. 

10).  

4.5.1 Teacher and learner discourse analysis 

Discourse in a linguistics context means “written and spoken language, es-

pecially when it is studied to understand how people use language” (Macmil-

lan, 2018). Discourse analysis, then, means gaining understanding of “how 

language is used in communication” (Lazarton, 2009, p. 243). Both these 

notions emerged as relevant in the process of writing up the research in the 

early states of working with the compilation of the three case studies (Hood, 

2009, p. 68). 
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Indeed, at a later stage, in the process of gaining understanding of the 

compiled data material, the different studies I, II and III together, a further 

coding of the material was developed. In the process of bringing the data 

from the three studies together, a new understanding of the material ap-

peared to be necessary and possible. Thus, it could be referred to as yet an-

other extended process of analysing the data, a further application of the 

hermeneutic method, or constant comparative perspective (see e.g. Heigham 

& Sakui, 2009). Possibly, viewing, interpreting and presenting the results by 

means of another set of categories, could yield further insights into, and new 

understanding of, the interview material. With these efforts of potential in-

terpretation in mind, the analytic framework of six writing discourses devel-

oped by Ivaníc (2004) was considered.  

As a result of empirical studies of student writing, Ivaníc (2004) found 

that successful writers do four things: they write, they move between differ-

ent types and forms or writing, i.e. between discourses, they problematize 

their writing, and they reflect on their writing. Ivaníc categorised the types 

and forms of writing found in material into six writing discourses. These six 

discourses were: proficiency discourse, creativity discourse, process dis-

course, genre discourse, discourse about social practices and socio-political 

discourse (Ivaníc, 2004, my italics).  

Even though Ivaníc’s research focus was on understanding how students 

develop their writing based on their own reports on writing, the logic of the 

framework seemed relevant to my on-going research. Even though Ivaníc’s 

participants were students, and the categorization of results targeted writing, 

the idea of organizing the data as a set of discourses appeared to make sense. 

The notion of discourse was found to capture the participants’ ways of talk-

ing about the particular area of studying and learning content bilingually in 

CLIL study programmes in the Swedish upper secondary school. 

Based on Ivaníc’ six writing discourses, teacher and learner discourses 

about languaging were tested as analytic framework for the present thesis. 

Tentatively, I could see that the entire data brought together constituted dis-

courses about teaching and learning in CLIL that ranged from a focus on 

description of personal relation to, and views of languages as codes, to ex-

planation of, and motivation to, language use in the classroom, and to reflec-

tions on consequences of language use in a wider context. Indeed, in the 

analysis of the combined material as part of the framework of languaging 

discourses, a different, deeper, understanding of the results emerged. The 

framework of analysis for the organization and interpretation of the inter-

view material from all three studies seemed to be functional. To my view, 

this analytical model, potentially called, languaging discourses, did not only 

make possible the presentation of complex content but it also facilitated the 

process of writing up the research. By means of this analytical framework it 

seemed possible to clarify complexity without simplification. 
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An illustration of the framework of the teachers’ and learners’ languaging 

discourses with examples from the data can be found in Table 3. 
Table 3. CLIL teachers’ and learners’ languaging discourses  

 
Discourse Examples 

1.  

Description of 

language as code, 

or 

proficiency (D1) 

and creativity 

(D2) discourses 

“English has always been my favourite subject” (Student, 

Study III) 

“I use English very much on a daily basis” (Student,  

Study III) 

“Everything in English is fun” (Student, Study III) 

2.  

Explanation to 

language use in 

the classroom,  

or process (D3) 

and genre (D4) 

discourses 

“The students are not so prone to asking questions in 

class” (Biology teacher, Study I) 

“Even though I put forward a question in English, the 

students can answer in Swedish” (History teacher, Study 

II) 

“I do not require of the students to be able to give long 

explanations in English” (Mathematics teacher, Study I) 

3.  

Reflection on 

language use,  

or  

literacy (D5) and 

society (D6)  

discourses 

“The English we use here, how effective is it really?!  

(Biology teacher, Study II) 

“I read in English to learn, and I read in Swedish to under-

stand” (Student, Study III, not quoted in the study) 

“As I noticed that students were not able to account for 

their knowledge of mathematics in Swedish I have depart-

ed from the 100% English mode” (Mathematics teacher, 

Study I) 

 

All three types of analysis, intra-interview, inter-interview, and the final 

inter-case study analysis could be regarded as examples of the constant com-

parative method, the two first stages being typical of inductive qualitative 

content analysis using open coding, and the third stage being typical of ab-

ductive qualitative content analysis, building on an already existing coding 

system, or analytical framework (Bryman, 2013; Dörniey, 2007).  

4.6 Methodological considerations 

The interview method is not uncomplicated. Many factors can have an im-

pact on the interview situation and its participants, and consequently on the 

outcome of the interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). For example, the 

interviewer’s ability to put forward questions, to listen, to keep the dialogue 

going, and be attentive and responsive to the interviewee’s utterances, can be 

affected by previous interviews, or by a fixed research agenda (ibid). Simi-

larly, the interviewee’s ability to interpret the questions, or the interviewee’s 

potential efforts to respond in a desired manner, are also issues that need to 

be reflected on.  
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Other tools for collection of data from participants were also considered, 

for instance audio and video recordings of lessons, whole day recordings, 

and think aloud protocols (Barnard & Burns, 2012). For reasons of practical-

ity and time, however, the decision was made to audio record interviews 

with an mp3 player, and transcribe them in Word. In the context of the three 

studies, the lesson observations were useful in getting to know the partici-

pants and the schools. Due to limitations in scope and space of the licentiate 

thesis, these were not further investigated in the present work. 

The reason for the focus on teachers of different school subjects at the 

three schools was first of all because this was possible to do within the con-

text of the longitudinal large-scale research project CLISS. The aim of my 

study was to be able to contribute with complementary results, facilitating 

understanding of results of other studies within the project. As the collection 

of data from the interviews yielded interesting results from the very start, it 

became interesting not only to interview one teacher of each school subject, 

but to find out more about the views and experiences that emerged from 

interviews with the teachers of the different school subjects. Were the utter-

ances of a teacher in one interview individual, or would a teacher of the 

same school subject at another school respond to the topics in a similar way? 

Guided by this question, the data collection proceeded. Instead of an in-

depth study with very few participants, the present study became more of an 

overview study, investigating views and experiences of languaging among a 

fairly large number of participants. 

Looking back on the research process, I realise that interviews with fewer 

participants could have made the analyses, and the process of writing up the 

research, less complicated. Reflecting on the choices that were made, and the 

outcomes in terms of results of the three studies, and the compilation thesis, I 

would still claim that the journey has been worthwhile. The interviews with 

several teachers, intermediate and experienced, with teachers of the same 

school subject at different schools, and with students studying in the study 

programmes with these teachers, have contributed to discerning the inner 

consistency (Föllesdal, Wallöe & Elster, 2009) of the data. The combination 

of data from three schools, different school subjects, new, intermediate and 

experienced teachers, as well as the focus group interviews with the students 

have contributed to triangulation of data, and to the trustworthiness (Rallis & 

Rossman, 2009) of the study. 

Being able to describe and analyse objects from different points of view, 

with resilience, is one of the main tasks of the researcher. As previously 

mentioned, another important task is to be able to report research in a trans-

parent and trustworthy way (see 4.5). With the different analytical approach-

es that have been conducted, it is my hopes and concern that I have been 

able to manage both these tasks as an emerging researcher in an acceptable 

way. 
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4.7 Ethical considerations 

In qualitative research, as in all research, participants have to be treated with 

care and respect. The researcher has a responsibility toward the people who 

participate in a research study and has to consider potential consequences of 

the project for the participants (Föllesdal, Wallöe & Elster, 2009, p. 409). 

Among other things, this involves being honest and transparent about the 

research, about the aims of the research and the research procedure (Rallis & 

Rossman, 2009). It means taking into consideration participants’ integrity 

and anonymity, and try to think ahead about potential consequences of the 

research for the participants. Research in process should not affect the partic-

ipants in unfavourable ways. The principles of good research practice as 

formulated by the Swedish Research Council have been helpful in this re-

spect (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002, 2011, 2017).  

In the qualitative research process, issues in need of ethical consideration 

will occur on several occasions, both as part of planned research work and in 

the immediate situation, and also in relation to analysis or presentation of 

findings (Iphofen, 2015). Whenever such doubts or issues of ethical concern 

occur, it is advisable to seek help and assistance from knowledgeable re-

search colleagues in the field (ibid). In such concerns or questions, I contact-

ed either colleagues, part of the CLISS research project, or researchers in-

volved in qualitative research at Stockholm University or abroad, via re-

search networks, to find out about acknowledged practices of the research 

community. 

A guiding principle for me as a qualitative researcher was to disturb the 

domains of the participants as little as possible. With this in mind, practices 

were developed to cause as little interruption as possible with regard to the 

continuity of learning and teaching for the participants. Therefore, a gate-

keeper at each school was consulted for making contact with participating 

teachers for lesson observations and interviews, and for arranging focus 

group interviews with students (Richards, 2009). As an outsider researcher, 

spending time at the schools usually in two-three-day sessions, I found it 

important to let the professionals decide about suitable times for observa-

tions and interviews. As I got to know the schools, some interviews in the 

later stages of the research, e.g. the follow-up interviews, could be negotiat-

ed directly with the participating teachers.  

Secondly, in terms of continuous presentation of results of the studies in 

various research contexts, it has been of paramount concern to me to make 

elaborate efforts to care for the anonymity of participants. In this endeavour, 

participants’ names and the names of their schools were changed immediate-

ly, and replaced by pseudonyms, sometimes even several times, depending 

on the context of presentation of results (Heath & Street, 2008; Rallis & 

Rossman, 2009; Richards, 2009).  
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Thirdly, in addition to the participants’ initial consent to participation in 

the larger research project, CLISS, continuous opportunities for participants 

to view and comment on on-going research were arranged, for example in 

terms of follow-up interviews and presentations of results at teacher meet-

ings at the three schools. In connection with follow-up interviews, the partic-

ipants were able to read through, and comment on transcriptions of the first 

interview. On these occasions, there was time and space for the interviewee 

and interviewer to probe deeper into themes addressed in the first interview 

or, if needed, to extend the interview material with new issues and concerns. 

It would have been desirable to make follow-up interviews also with stu-

dents, but, unfortunately, it was not possible for practical reasons.  

Throughout the research process I was regularly in touch with contact 

persons at the three schools, and tried to make clear that it was always possi-

ble for participants to comment on the data, or interpretation of data. I also 

made efforts to express participants’ opportunities to opt out of the on-going 

research study, would they wish to do so. 

Finally, a word also on ethical consideration with regard to the research 

community. Ethics among researchers also involves responsibility toward 

the research community, and toward society. It is the duty of the researcher 

to aim to make use of thoroughly thought through statements. The best of 

efforts should be made to make conclusions on the basis of robust methods 

and trustworthy research behaviour. Since research results of research com-

munities build on the work of other research communities it is the responsi-

bility of individual researchers, and researchers, part of research teams, to 

make use of established and acknowledged practice (Föllesdal, Wallöe & 

Elster, 2009, p. 409). In my thinking and practices throughout the research 

process I have aimed to follow the guidelines of the Swedish Research 

Council about research ethics in a generic sense, and of the practices within 

the research community of qualitative research in particular. 

4.8 Limitations of the thesis 

An obvious limitation of the thesis is that the results are not generalisable. 

This has to do with the essence of qualitative research, and its ethnography-

orientation: results of qualitative studies are considered to be embedded in 

contexts that are specific. Therefore, the results cannot easily be transferred 

to other environments (Heath & Street, 2008; Heigham & Croker, 2009).  

Another limitation of the thesis is that it did not include observations of 

lessons, audio- or video recordings of lessons or collection of artefacts from 

lessons. Inclusion of further data in the research process could have en-

hanced the robustness and the trustworthiness of the findings (Dysthe, 1996; 

Heigham & Croker, 2009).  
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Even though the scope of the thesis is limited to teachers’ and learners’ 

cognitions of bilingual learning and teaching in particular school contexts in 

Sweden, it can hopefully provide some useful information on methodologi-

cal matters and concerns, and contribute to enhancing our understanding of 

roles and functions of languages in CLIL content classrooms or similar edu-

cational settings.  
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5 Results and analysis 

In this section, the results of the three studies will be presented and analysed. 

In the analyses, the results of the three studies will be compared and con-

trasted also to interview material with teachers and students of which some 

material have not previously been published. 

5.1 Introduction to the three studies 

The licentiate compilation thesis builds on the following three case studies: 

 

I CLIL Classroom Interaction Challenges: Translanguaging and Genre as 

Pedagogic Tools? 

II Teaching content through two languages: The biology and history teacher 

perspective 

III CLIL in English in Sweden - Why, How and What? Student perspectives  

 
Table 4. Overview of the three studies 

 
Study Focus areas Participants Results 

I Challenges and 

strategies. CLIL 

teacher devel-

opment 

New- and 

experienced 

CLIL teach-

ers 

Challenging to new teachers; time-

consuming, planning requires exten-

sive elaboration. Strategies developed 

by experienced teachers, involving 

translanguaging and multimodality. 

II Contextual 

factors impact-

ing language 

choice. Bilin-

gualism and 

subject-specific 

literacies 

Biology and 

history 

teachers 

Intermediate teachers find two lan-

guages compatible with the syllabi. 

Language choice is based on  

a) accessibility to study material and 

b) adaptation to student group. 

III Motivations, 

practices, reflec-

tions. Learner 

cognition and 

student agency 

CLIL first 

year upper 

secondary 

students 

Studying through English is motivat-

ing (Why?). Listening to lectures in 

mathematics in English is conducive 

to learning (How?). Classroom inter-

action about complex content area in 

civics is difficult (What?). 

The three studies present three different cases (see Table 4). In study I, new 

and experienced CLIL teachers’ views and experiences of challenges and 
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opportunities of language use in the bilingual content classroom were inves-

tigated. Whereas new teachers (0-5 years of /CLIL/ teaching experience) 

found great challenges in teaching through the second language of schooling, 

English, experienced teachers (10+ years of /CLIL/ teaching experience) had 

developed strategies to meet perceived challenges. The experienced teachers 

regarded English as a resource, as one resource among many, in the multi-

modal CLIL content classroom.  

In study II, biology and history teachers’, rationales for language use in 

the classroom were in focus. These teachers had been teaching in the CLIL 

study programme for some time, and were referred to as teachers with inter-

mediate teaching experience (5-10 years of /CLIL/ teaching experience). In 

the interview material with the teachers, two main rationales for language 

use emerged: accessibility to study material and composition of student 

group.  

Study III targeted first year upper secondary students’ perspectives of 

content learning in the bilingual CLIL study programmes. Students’ cogni-

tions about studying content through English included experiences of high 

challenges as well as high support. Conclusions that can be drawn from the 

study are that student perspectives can function as important input in CLIL 

study program design. 

5.2 Connecting the three studies 

The overarching aim of the three studies was to study upper secondary 

teacher and learner cognitions of CLIL. Teachers and learners in CLIL study 

programmes at three upper secondary schools in Sweden were interviewed 

about their views and experiences of access to both English and Swedish in 

the content classroom. Results from the three different studies can be found 

in the full-length papers reprinted in the final section of this thesis. In the 

following, the results of the three studies will be presented as teacher and 

learner discourses about languaging in CLIL.  

5.3 Teachers’ and learners’ languaging discourses  

A common core of results of this study shows that the CLIL practitioners at 

the three schools relate to the use of two languages in the content classroom.  

By and large, the upper secondary CLIL students had a highly positive 

view of the English language as a code. They spoke about their relation to 

English and to the English communicative mode. Somewhat differently, the 

CLIL content teachers applied a critical perspective, mentioning that English 

as a school language in biology, civics, history and mathematics could en-

compass opportunities as well as constraints. The teachers spoke of the time- 

consuming aspects of planning, and the perceptions of not being able to 
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communicate effectively, or of not being sure whether the students would 

actually learn what they lectured about. As shown in the case studies, the 

teachers’ concerns and perceptions of limitations in the bilingual content 

classroom could to some extent be related to /CLIL/ teaching experience. 

The new teachers would develop teaching techniques and methods to adapt 

their teaching of content to the CLIL environment, for example by teaching 

in a more multimodal way, by bringing in socio-semiotic resources to a larg-

er extent, and by developing principles for language use with regard to vari-

ous factors, such as level of difficulty of content area, composition of student 

group and access to study materials. Other variation in teacher thinking 

could be related to school subject (see Studies I and II).  

5.3.1 Descriptions of language as a code 

In the students’ descriptions of languages as a code/in the proficiency and 

creativity discourses (Table 3, Lang-code; D1-D2), students’ mention of 

English as a code was abundant. The students liked to hear and use English 

as much and often as possible. Expressing themselves about their newly 

gained study experiences in the CLIL programme, the students would speak 

with great enthusiasm about the English language, e.g.”everything that is in 

English is fun”, ”studying through English makes everything interesting”, or 

that they had “always loved English” (see further Study III). The Swedish 

upper secondary students studying content through the medium of English 

would express their interest in English as a means of preparing for future 

studies, thus also articulating their views about English as international lit-

eracy key (e.g. Dalton-Puffer, 2011; Gardner, 2015).  

In the the teachers’ descriptions of languages as codes/in the proficiency 

and creativity discourses (Table 3, Lang-code; D1-D2), the teachers men-

tioned English as a motivational factor, both to themselves and to their stu-

dents. They articulated their general interest in languages, and that getting 

the opportunity to maintain and develop their English proficiency on a con-

tinuous basis, was experienced as something positive, e.g. “I have always 

been interested in languages”, “Teaching through English is a way for me to 

keep up my fluency and my knowledge of subject-specific language” (Study 

II and Study I, respectively, not cited in the studies).  

Both in the students’ and the teachers’ discourses about language as a 

code, the notion of language identity (see Jonsson, 2010, Musk 2010; Ramp-

ton, 1995) appeared to play an important role. The participants were moti-

vated because they could view themselves as speakers of the English lan-

guage in present and future situations (cf. Dörniey’ notion of L2 self, e.g. in 

Henry, 2013).  

Possibly, there could have been indications in participants’ discourses 

about language as a code of interest in the English language code on the 

basis of its generic inner logic as a language per se (see Chrystal, 2003; 
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Graddol, 2007; Svartvik, 2004). In the language discourses D1-D2 there 

could also have been references to language as a code in terms of language 

core content studied in the language-based classroom, e.g. the structure and 

vocabulary of the language, its pronunciation and ways of expressions (e.g. 

Brown, 2002; Celce-Murcía et al, 2012; Skolverket, 2011a, syllabus for Eng-

lish; Skolverket, 2012, Tornberg, 2009).  

As themes related to language as a code/language proficiency were not 

addressed explicitly in the interview guide (see Appendices, 9.2), assumedly, 

therefore, they did not emerge as areas participants chose to dwell on in the 

teachers’ elaborations on language in the bilingual content classroom. Ad-

mittedly, in the teacher interview material there were descriptions that could 

be interpreted as examples of the code/proficiency discourses. However, 

these descriptions, were to be found in description and interpretation of the 

school subjects the teachers taught, expressing views of school subjects as 

codes with focus on content aspects rather than language aspects of the 

school subjects, respectively (see Appendices, 9.3). 

5.3.2 Explanations to communicative practices 

The discourses of explanation/Process and genre discourses (Table 3, Lang-

comm.; D3-D4) include participants’ explanations to, and reasoning about 

communicative practices in the classroom. As a paramount area found to be 

difficult and challenging was communication through English in the first 

year civics classroom (Studies I and III). In the civics teachers’ explanations 

of languaging processes in the classroom, English was sometimes perceived 

to be a socio-affective barrier (Study I). The teachers mentioned feelings of 

not communicating successfully with the students, and of feeling that they 

were enacting their teaching in the role of another teacher identity, i.e. a sort 

of L2 teacher self (developing a notion similar to Dörniey’s notion of the L2 

self). The cicivs teachers who were new teachers both in terms of teaching 

experience in general, and in the role of bilingual content teachers in the 

CLIL programme, also mentioned the communicative stress they would feel 

when they were not able to spontaneously respond to students’ questions or 

immediately find suitable words and phrases to describe and explain current 

phenomena in discussion of content in the classroom (Study I).  

Similar findings in the disciplinary field of the social sciences were made 

by Westbrook & Henriksen (2011), who report on a small-scale research 

intervention study conducted with a lecturer of sociology in a Danish higher 

education English-medium instruction context (Westbrook & Henriksen, 

2011). The Danish researchers, whose research design included observations 

of lectures as well as interviews with the lecturer, found its outcome in a 

tailor-made course in which the lecturer got feedback on performance in 

action and reflection. The findings of this particular study were that the lec-

turer’s own estimation of insufficient communication skills in some respects 
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was exaggerated. With regard to this challenge perceived by the civics 

teacher, linguistic unpredictability emerged as a suitable term to target this 

challenge (Study I). Similarly, biology teachers mentioned the challenges 

they found being in instant need of appropriate terminology in the English 

school language during discussions in the biology classroom (Study I).  

As the civics teachers and biology teachers were interviewed on several 

occasions, i.e. in follow-up interviews, they could report on (incidental) col-

laboration with language teachers, and had found ways to meet perceived 

challenges in various ways, for instance they would take time for a warm-up 

at the beginning of the lesson, aiming to build relations with the students, not 

only as a content teacher, but also as a professional person (Study I, civics, 

not quoted in the study) or when needed, the teachers would work include a 

language-based tasks as part of the lessons, e.g. allow time for students’ 

small group work with translation, and use of terminology in extended situa-

tions (Study I, civics). 

As mentioned previously, the interview material also included stories of 

how challenges had been turned into strategies by the new teachers. In col-

laboration with the students (interaction design, Selander & Kress, 2012), or 

in collaboration with colleagues in the CLIL work team (cf. Gibbons, 2009), 

the new teachers could develop strategies to meet perceived challenges. For 

example, using methodology from the language teaching classroom, the 

students were given tasks of negotiation of meaning, addressing their active 

involvement, spoken or written, in expressing their understanding of new 

specific terminology or phenomena of study.  

In the biology classroom, students’ pre-knowledge of English, in combi-

nation with the use of smartphones to look up words would make the lesson 

proceed in a functional way. These efforts were in line with the new curricu-

lum for upper secondary school (Skolverket, 2011a), and also with the 

School Act, regulations which prescribe requirements for teachers to plan for 

student involvement as part of their teaching, and students rights to be part 

of development of teaching and learning (SFS 2010:800). 

5.3.3 Reflections on languages as resources for learning 

To Rampton (1995), languages are not genetically inherited, but they are 

learned in social contexts (Rampton, 1995). Language use for schooling 

purposes is an example of such social contexts.  

In their reports, the teachers highlighted gains they could see in having 

the opportunity to provide their students with English terminology for ob-

jects and phenomena studied within their school subjects (Studies I and II).  

As a constraint, however, albeit temporary, the teachers mentioned the in-

creased workload they had experienced, having to adapt teaching materials 

to the different courses they taught, most recently with regard to the new 

syllabi for their subjects, as a result of the implementation of the 2011 na-
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tional curriculum, LGY2011. In this sense, the English language was men-

tioned as a resource that needed considerable time and effort at least in early 

stages of its implementation in teaching. 

Findings in the reflection/Literacy and society discourses (Table 3, Refl.-

learn; D5-D6) entailed participants’ cognitions about two languages as re-

sources for learning in a wider sense, as well as in a long-term perspective. 

Here, the teachers reflected on potential, or experienced, effects of language 

use in the content classroom (see examples also in Appendix 9.4).  

According to the CLIL content teachers, irrespectively of subject taught, 

both English and Swedish were used in the classroom. However, the designs 

for language use varied. The biology and history teachers, who had taught in 

the CLIL programme for some time, their CLIL teaching experience ranging 

from five to ten years, explained rationales for their language choice (Study 

II). The mathematics teachers, who had long experience of teaching through 

English in the CLIL programme (i.e. more than ten years of bilingual teach-

ing experience), reflected on strategies they had developed to meet challeng-

es they previously had encountered (Study I).  

There were also teachers who expressed their uncertainty what bilingual 

design to use (Studies I and II). They were interested in knowing more about 

bilingualism in education, about other teachers’ experiences of CLIL teach-

ing, about teacher and learner cognition in the field, and about effects of 

various CLIL designs.  

In the descriptions and explanations of language use in the content class-

room, examples of all three bilingual frameworks, or models, as outlined by 

García (see 2.1) could be found in the interview data. Typically, in the re-

flections on language use in small group work, references were made to lan-

guages used in a dynamic, or translanguaging mode (Jonsson, 2017; Yox-

simer Paulsrud, 2014). In the history teachers’ narratives, perceived ad-

vantages with the accessibility to two languages as resources for learning 

and teaching emerged. The teachers accounted for the presence of English as 

an affordance (Gibson, 1979; Kress, 2010), making history learning and 

teaching more authentic. Indeed, students’ possibilities to “work like an his-

torian” would increase, enhancing students’ possibilities of developing sub-

ject-specific literacy in history (see Study II). 

However, reflections on language use for schooling purposes also includ-

ed worries about the effects of too extensive use of school language English. 

Both new teachers and teachers with long experience of teaching in the 

CLIL programmes expressed their concern about issues of domain loss (see 

2.3). The mathematics teachers mentioned students who were not able to 

explain the solving of mathematical problems in Swedish as problematic 

(Study I). Biology teachers pondered whether the quality of the English the 

students encountered in the CLIL study programme would really prepare the 

students for higher education (Study II). Civics teachers reflected on situa-

tions where, hypothetically, students would not be able to make connections 
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between topics they had studied through English and Swedish, or not be able 

to recognize the meaning of a certain term, once they met the content area in 

the other school language, respectively (Study I). In response to issues of 

domain loss, the teachers reflected on the various forms of translanguaging 

practices and strategies they had developed in their classroom (Study I). In 

this thesis, these practices and strategies have been referred to as models of 

flexible, dynamic language use, or translanguaging models (see 2.1., Figure 

1). 

An interesting example of translanguaging practices as study technique 

came from a CLIL natural sciences student. The student had access to text 

books in both English and Swedish in the natural sciences subjects. The stu-

dent found the turn-taking mode between the two language modes conducive 

to learning content in these school subjects (see Table 3, D3-process).  

Results of the present thesis show that language use in CLIL is dependent 

on local considerations for learning and teaching. Precision in language use 

in CLIL education emerges in the encounter between general pedagogic 

content knowledge, understanding of the dynamics of bilingual education, 

and specific CLIL subject-content didactics.  

5.4 Guiding principles for teachers’ decision making 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Guiding principles for teachers’ decision-making 

5.4.1 Literacy concerns  

In the CLIL content teachers’ reports of languaging in CLIL, their inter-

pretations of how to best use the second language of schooling emerged 

as a prominent theme. Throughout the interview data material with the 

content teachers, students’ successful learning of content emerged as  

paramount. The teachers would express this concern, for example in the 
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following phrases: “Subject content is No 1” (Ma 1, Study I, not cited in 

the study) or “The [content-based school] subject is most important, Eng-

lish is additional” (Bi 3, Study II, not cited in the study). In this respect, 

teachers’ decision making had to do with estimation of level of difficulty 

of content in negotiation with use of language, and other resources for 

learning.  

This corresponds to earlier literature on CLIL, defining CLIL as “con-

tent-driven” (Coyle, Hood & Marsh 2010, p. 10). It could be argued that 

one of the strengths, and challenges, of the CLIL framework is the need 

for adaptation of language use in negotiation with level of difficulty of 

content area, and students’ previous knowledge and understanding of this 

content area. In this sense, expectations are possibly high/er than in the 

language-based classroom, where complex content area could be dis-

carded, the teacher or students claiming that studying this content area in 

this language would be too difficult.  

A further issue teachers encountered in the context of this study was 

the new curriculum for upper secondary school, LGY2011. According to 

the mathematics teachers, the new curriculum did not cause too many 

changes in their teaching design. At the beginning of each term, the 

teachers had a meeting, planning the organization of content area during 

the school year together. The civics teachers on their part spoke about 

huge differences between the new and the old syllabi, both in terms of 

content area and requirements for grading. Generally, the demands were 

perceived to be high. The biology and civics teachers alike reported on 

higher demands with regard to students’ development of analytical skills, 

and students’ development of ability to use subject-specific language to 

express their knowledge and understanding of curriculum content.  

The history teachers discussed in terms of multimodal teaching and 

learning. They appeared to be well prepared for the new syllabi for their 

courses, and would speak in favour of English as a language of schooling 

as a further resource in the multimodal ensemble they composed for 

teaching their lessons in history. In sum, the teachers of biology, civics, 

history and mathematics would use intended learning outcomes of a spe-

cific content area to be taught as a point of departure for planning and 

conducting their lessons. English as a school language was considered to 

be a further resource in the pedagogic toolbox, and would be appropriat-

ed when found to be useful.  

5.4.2 Socio-cultural climate 

The CLIL content teachers referred to the importance of gaining students’ 

confidence in the teaching and learning process. In mathematics, students 

need to be able to dare to ask when they do not understand a mathematical 

problem (see Figure 6). If students do not feel free to ask, this will affect 
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their achievements, as argued by the mathematics teachers. In CLIL classes, 

where two languages were in use for teaching and learning, the question 

about daring to ask could be intensified and more problematic, and thus have 

a negative effect on student learning, which would not be acceptable. The 

teacher must be aware of this potential risk, and plan for and use appropriate 

scaffolding in their planning and teaching, reflected the mathematics teach-

ers (Ma1 and Ma2, Study I, cf. 3.3).  

The mathematics teachers’ decision-making in this respect involved a de-

sign with mini-lectures and whole class problem solving in English at the 

beginning and end of lessons. In between the lectures in whole-class format, 

sessions of problem-solving, individually, in pairs, or small groups would 

take place. During these sessions, the teacher would circulate in the class-

room offering and discussing solutions to mathematical problems with the 

students. In these sessions English and Swedish (and other languages that 

students might know and speak) would be used interchangeably. These de-

signs served the purpose of enhancing students’ opportunities to succeed 

well in the bilingual mathematics classroom, the teachers reflected. (Ma1 

and Ma2, Study I). 

5.5 Double challenge or win-win? 

Even if the majority of the teachers and learners spoke in positive terms 

about their experiences of teaching and learning content through two lan-

guages in CLIL, there were also voices expressing problems and dilemmas 

related to the presence and implementation of a bilingual framework. 

Expressions of dilemmas, or, indeed, double challenges, were voiced by 

the new teachers of biology and civics (Study I). These teachers mentioned 

the extra time they needed to prepare lessons, e.g.  

Having a power point [presentation] about the cardiovascular system in Swe-
dish, I would not have to make it anew… however, translation does take a 
long time. 

(bio 1, not quoted in Study I)  
 

Mentioned by the new teachers was also the difficulty of finding, and prepar-

ing, study materials at an appropriate level: 

 

The websites of authorities… it’s a language that is not necessarily adjusted to 
the students’ academic level. /…/ This year the students have received a book 
in Swedish.  

(civ 1, not quoted in Study I) 
 

The difficulty in finding appropriate materials on-line was doubled up by the 

fact that there was a new curriculum with a new syllabus for the civics sub-
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ject (Skolverket, 2011a). In the first year of the collection of data, coinciding 

with the launch of the new curriculum, there were not a good many text 

books in civics available, as mentioned by the teachers. The civics teachers 

had to design materials themselves, mixing on-line materials from websites 

of authorities, both Swedish and international authorities, with materials 

available at the school. At times, text materials from the new teachers’ recent 

studies at the university were also in use. The content teachers found it diffi-

cult to know what were challenging areas to students. Looking through a 

language education lens, the content teachers could benefit from knowledge 

about language-oriented approaches to teaching (see e.g. Skolverket, 2012a, 

2012b).  

As also shown in Study I, the experienced teachers, who in this study 

were mathematics teachers, found teaching through two languages, English 

and Swedish, a win-win situation. They had developed strategies to meet 

perceived challenges, e.g. by designing parts of lessons in monolingual-, and 

bilingual modes, respectively. Most commonly, the monolingual mode en-

compassed parts of the lesson, where new content area was presented and 

discussed in whole-class format and the bilingual mode corresponded to 

parts, where students worked with problem-solving individually, in pairs or 

small groups, and the mathematics teacher ambulated in the classroom, help-

ing or discussing with them. During these sessions translanguaging practices 

were typical (ma 1 teacher, Study I).  

Connecting to current theoretical discussion on translanguaging, and ped-

agogical translanguaging in particular, I would like to argue that the lan-

guaging practices in this classroom, as described by the teacher, and as ob-

served by the researcher, could be referred to as pedagogic translanguaging. 

Indeed, during the problem-solving practices in small groups, translanguag-

ing existed both as an ideological principle, and in practice (cf. Ganuza & 

Hedman, 2017; Jonsson, 2017). English and Swedish, as well as other lan-

guages were encouraged by the mathematics teachers (ma1 and ma2, Study 

I). 

Another example of win-win experiences, in terms of self-regulated in-

service training for teachers, comes from a further mathematics teacher: 

I have written the compendium as you can see, a colleague has updated it. 
This is the third or fourth version. Basically, I have written down what I want-
ed to say. I know what I’m heading for and when I’m supposed to be finished.  

(ma 3, not part of Study I) 

Interestingly, in those cases where content teachers mentioned collabora-

tion with colleagues, e.g. with language teachers, bilingual teaching of the 

school subject seemed to function successfully.  

In a similar vein, researchers and teacher educators in the Finnish school 

context, Harjanne & Tella, find several potential advantages with collabora-

tion between colleagues from different fields of science in research and 
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teaching. In particular, they advocate so-called transdisciplinary teams be-

cause “transdisciplinary teams especially attempt to ensure that the different 

fields of science and art and their representatives interact synergistically all 

the time” (Harjanne & Tella, 2007, p. 218). In transdisciplinary teams, “the 

single members must really commit themselves to the aims and goals of the 

teams, and help and support one another on a regular basis” (ibid). In their 

discussion of subject didactics and pedagogy Harjanne & Tella (2007) build 

on the notion of affordance (Gibson 1979). They interpret affordance to be 

“the opportunities of action which the environment provides for the perceiv-

ing and engaged individual” (Harjanne & Tella, 2007, p. 219). The frame-

work of CLIL study programmes in the Swedish upper secondary school 

enable participants to make use of two languages for learning and teaching. 

Seemingly, however, it requires of its participating teachers and learners a 

certain open-mindedness and a disposition toward transdisciplinary collabo-

ration. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Epistemological challenges barrier (With permission from the 

publisher and cartoonist M. Gibbons, in Gibbons, 2009, p. 11) 

 

As found by Gibbons (2009), the epistemological differences between 

school subjects can cause problems in teaching and learning efforts (Figure 

7). Indeed, in CLIL environments, traditional teaching and epistemological 

diversity can cause communication difficulty. However, trying to surmount 

the perceived communication barrier is epistemologically important since it 

has potential to enhance learning opportunities for students who are studying 

content in a language that is not their first language (Gibbons, 2009, pp. 11-

12). Similarly, Gibbons’ findings could be taken into consideration in CLIL 
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study programme learning environments in the Swedish upper secondary 

school (Figure 8).  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Conversation-collaboration possibilities afforded through CLIL 

(With permission from J. Sandberg) 

 
In the framework of the present thesis, teachers mentioned that the CLIL 

teacher team at the school now and again had functioned as a resource for 

epistemological meaning-making (Interviews with content teachers at the 

three schools, e.g. teachers of biology, civics, history and mathematics, see 

Figure 8). Albeit, as also mentioned by the teachers, it was difficult to keep 

up the continuity of the discussion in the team. Keeping the pedagogic-

didactic discussion going was difficult for several reasons, e.g. changes in 

the community of practice at the school, changes in organisation of study at 

the school and changes in the national curriculum. The CLIL teach could 

consist of teachers of the content-based subjects e.g. biology, history and 

mathematics teachers and teachers of the language-based subjects (Lundahl, 

2010). Examples from the three schools: 

To begin with, we set the same goals about teaching through English in our 
school subjects. 

(ma 1) 
 
In the early years, we had conversation courses in English for the teachers. 

(ma 3) 
 
We try to work together and build a collection of teaching materials that we 
can use, but it is hard to find the time for it. 

(hi 2) 
 
These days other things have been in focus. There has been next to no collab-
oration at all among the teachers in the CLIL study programmes. 

(bi 4) 
 

A potential challenge, or affordance, of CLIL study programmes seems to 

be the amount collaboration required. 
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6 Discussion and conclusion 

This section includes a discussion of the results of the thesis and a conclu-

sion. First, the results will be discussed in relation to the teaching and learn-

ing languaging discourses framework (see Table 3). Thereafter, results will 

be discussed from three further, thematic, points of view; ‘content precedes 

languages’, ‘relation precedes learning’ and ‘double challenge or win-win’. 

The section finalises with recommendations for teaching and implications 

for further research and concluding remarks.  

6.1 Language awareness 

Participating learners’and teachers’ cognitions about English as a linguistic 

code or Discourses about proficiency and creativity (D1-D2, see Table 3) 

included three aspects: English as a source of motivation in learning and 

teaching, English is a means of preparation for future studies and 

work/personal and professional development, and English as an empowering 

resource.  

English as a source of motivation was visualized in both teachers’ and 

students’ narratives. The teachers mentioned their interest in languages in 

general, and in the joyful aspect of having the opportunity to maintain and 

develop their English language proficiency as part of their daily work (Study 

I, not quoted). The students found English “fun”, and expressed their great 

interest in the English language. Having the opportunity to study other 

school subjects through English was perceived as something very positive. 

For instance, students in the first grade of upper secondary school expressed 

their excitement at listening attentively to lectures in English within the con-

tent-based subjects, an experience that was entirely new to them (Study III).  

However, there were also students who voiced disappointment at there 

being too little English in use in the content-based school subjects in the first 

year in the upper secondary CLIL study programme. This had negative ef-

fect on their motivation (Study III, not quoted). In a similar vein, there were 

teachers who had high expectations on students’ active engagement with the 

English language and who had to work on their motivation to find ways to 

teach in these content classes (Study I).  

The view of English as a means of preparation for further studies and 

work career was held by both students and teachers. The participants’ view 
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in this respect is in line with Dalton-Puffer’s description of English as inter-

national literacy key (Dalton-Puffer, 2011). According to Dalton-Puffer, 

English as international literacy key is the main reason why CLIL study pro-

grammes have gained momentum (ibid). Similarly, Gardner addresses the 

enormous power of attraction the English language itself has as potential 

gate-opener to (successful) schooling and international working life (Gard-

ner, 2015, p. 248). 

A third aspect related to English as a linguistic code was agency (Jewitt, 

2009, see 3.2.1). The empowering role of English as part of teaching and 

learning was mentioned in both students’ and teachers’ narratives. Attending 

first to student agency, through their choice to study in English, the students 

found that they were provided with more space for own initiatives. They had 

the opportunity to be more active in their own learning process than they 

could possibly have been in the traditional, Swedish-speaking programmes. 

According to their own reports, the CLIL students could benefit from their 

own knowledge of English, and they got opportunities to contribute with, 

and develop, their knowledge of English in the content classroom (Study, 

III). Nikula found similar results in her empirical study on interaction in the 

CLIL classroom (Nikula, 2010). Indeed, different from the traditional class-

room, the CLIL classroom was characterized by a more symmetric relation-

ship between teacher and students. In the Finnish CLIL classroom the stu-

dents felt that they had more agency. The expectations of them to participate 

in class were higher, they did take more place as speakers in class, and thus, 

the CLIL classroom was found to be more dialogic (ibid). Nikula’s explana-

tion to the changed behaviour in class was that the presence of English as a 

school language changed the power symmetry in the classroom. With a 

change of languages of instruction from English to Finnish came a shift in 

the power relations, and a result was more active and engaged students, as 

shown in the comparative research study (Nikula, 2010). 

In terms of English as linguistic code, there were connections also to 

teacher agency. In the content teacher narratives it came to the fore that the 

teachers designed their own materials for teaching in CLIL (Study I and II). 

For example, there did not exist any material about Swedish flora and fauna 

in English, by all means not adapted to course in upper secondary school 

biology. The same was true for material in English suitable to the courses in 

history at upper secondary school. As accounted for by the teachers, they 

had to select material in accordance with the intended learning outcomes for 

the course, and try to find materials at a level linguistically appropriate to the 

students. Lindmark calls this room for action a free space (Sw. 

“friutrymme”) (Lindmark, 2013). The notion is similar to Kress & Seland-

er’s concept of affordance. (Danielsson, 2016; Gibson, 1979; Selander & 

Kress, 2010). Access to English in teaching and learning content in the CLIL 

study programme functioned as an affordance, albeit to a varying degree. 
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Furthermore, as expressions of teacher agency are also the teachers’ move 

to actually being part of the CLIL teacher team at the school. For the content 

teachers who had long teaching experience, teaching through English func-

tioned as a means of self-regulated in-service training (cf. Chamot, 2012). 

Through encountering, manipulating and making the content of study their 

own, anew through an additional school language, the teachers mentioned 

that they experienced their school subject in a new light (Study I, not quot-

ed). In their reports they mentioned that they did not only deepen their 

knowledge of the school subject, but they also spoke about getting new im-

pulses for teaching (see Figure 4, 3.2.1). Indeed, with a new language of 

instruction for the experienced teachers it could be that they come a bit clos-

er to the mind-set of their students. In this way, the presence of English 

could be perceived to function as a two-fold means of scaffolding: the expe-

rienced teachers having to struggle to develop and use appropriate English 

with fluency, and the students getting opportunities to participate in class, 

contributing when necessary with their knowledge of English and digital 

tools to facilitate the teaching and learning processes in class (see also Vig-

mo, 2014). 

However, having to respond both to the requirements of the 2011 curricu-

lum, as well as to the affordance of English in the content classroom could at 

times also prove challenging enough, as shown in the interview data with the 

teachers who were relatively new in the teaching profession and new to 

CLIL (Study I). 

In sum, ownership of language awareness was found to be distributed. In 

some classrooms CLIL was reported to function as a collaborative space 

where participants were encouraged to contribute with knowledge and expe-

rience of language, be it linguistic knowledge they had gained out of class, in 

language class or in on-going content study. 

6.3 Metacommunication 

Metacommunication emerged as a notion of importance in CLIL teaching. In 

this thesis, metacommunication is found in the Discourses about language in 

the classroom, or Process and genre discourses (Expl.comm. - D3 and D4, 

see Table 3). With regard to English as a medium of communication in the 

bilingual content classroom, the CLIL teachers and students’ narratives in-

cluded dilemmas as well as opportunities. In the following, these are defined 

and discussed.  

The concepts of linguistic unpredictability and socio-affective barrier 

emerged in the biology- and civics teachers’ narratives (Study I). The notion 

of linguistic unpredictability targeted the expressed difficulties of pre-

planning in biology and civics education, given that both school subjects 

included an interactive mode. The teachers of these school subjects, all rela-
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tively new in the teaching profession, and to CLIL teaching, found pre-

planning in the additional school language a dilemma (see Figure 4, in 

3.1.1). Since they could not always beforehand imagine a) what the students 

would ask about, and how they would ask about it, would they not under-

stand the new content area (biology) or b) what the students would like to 

comment on and bring to discussion and how they would do this, consider-

ing current news reports or other content area in focus (civics). As for the 

notion of socio-affective barrier, this term emerged in dialogue with the civ-

ics teachers, who in particular were the teachers who found the English as a 

communicative tool a real challenge. In their narratives, the expressions of 

not being able to communicate successfully with students, or not being able 

to express their teacher identity through the additional school language, were 

substantial.  

Similar findings were made a higher education context, where social sci-

ences content was taught through English at a university in Denmark (West-

brook & Henriksen, 2011). In their small-scale study of one university lec-

turer of sociology, the lecturer was found to express feelings of not being 

able to communicate content in clear and appropriate manner to the students. 

Also, the lecturer felt that the English vocabulary in use was not advanced 

enough and that the use of pronunciation and intonation was inadequate. 

After an in-service course, however, which included interviews with the 

lecturer and observations of teaching, the lecturer was found to do better 

than expressed in the self-evaluation. The teaching team in charge of the in-

service course found that the inadequacies the lecturer claimed to suffer from 

with regard to the use of English in lectures was exaggerated. In their analy-

sis, the researchers used the term ‘socio-affective gap’ (ibid) to define this 

notion. After completion of the course the lecturer felt increase in self-

confidence with regard to teaching through English, and as already men-

tioned, the in-service course teachers, working at the university language 

team, found that there had been much to be gained from this tailor-made 

course in terms of quality of teaching. 

As both students and teachers in this study have mentioned difficulties 

with analysing and reasoning about complex content matter with fluency, I 

have concluded that knowledge of language, and indeed, knowledge of 

communication as part of different registers could be useful for CLIL practi-

tioners, both teachers and students. Being able to move between informal 

and formal language use could be considered to be an important skill in 

CLIL class (see Figure 5, in 3.2.3). As shown in earlier research in Swedish 

as a second language, students who are able to move between formal and 

informal registers in their expression of, and elaboration on, knowledge were 

successful students (Hägerfelth, 2004; Magnusson, 2011). 

Thus, both the mode and quality of the communication in the bilingual 

content classroom seem to matter. Communicative practices, therefore, can 

be considered to constitute an important part of the learning process (see e.g. 
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Lindberg, 2011, cf. Study I). With knowledge about communication, i.e. 

metacommunication, communication in the content classroom can be de-

signed to include tasks and activities where students practice movements 

between linguistic registers. In the literacy-oriented classroom, knowledge 

of, and ability to define, explain and reflect on content area in interaction 

with peers, can be seen as integral to learning and teaching in the Swedish 

upper secondary school today (Skolverket, 2011a).  

In the research interviews conducted with teachers and students in the 

CLIL study programmes part of this research, both the importance of, and 

the requirements of, learning and teaching subject-specific literacies were 

visualised. In particular, the interaction challenges as perceived and ad-

dressed by the new CLIL teachers of biology and civics (Study I), and the 

experiences expressed by the students with regard to disturbances in the 

communication in the civics classroom where the teachers would code-

switch between languages in seemingly random manners (Study III), called 

for pedagogic reflection.  

In analysis of these concerns expressed by the students, the concepts of 

inclusion and exclusion are useful (Pennycook, 2009). In bi-/multilingual 

contexts where more than one language is in use, there is always the risk that 

participants in the communication do not know the languages in use equally 

well. Therefore, participants need to reflect on their own use of language in 

the communicative situation, considering who is being potentially included 

and not included. In situations of dynamic language use (see Figure 1, in 

2.1), participants need to communicate with care, taking interest in making 

everyone feel part of the communication, e.g. by using their linguistic reper-

toires in other languages to highlight or illuminate the topic of the communi-

cation (Pennycook, 2009). In these efforts of negotiation of meaning, not 

only languages but also other social-semiotic resources, e.g. gestures, glanc-

es and smiles can play important parts in enhancing the shared communica-

tion. 

Increasing the awareness of language as part of informal/colloquial, ge-

neric/school-related and formal/subject-specific contexts could facilitate 

communication in the CLIL classroom, and potentially enhance thinking 

skills at a generic level (see the four C’s, Coyle et al, 2010, in 2.1). For ex-

ample, a student realizing that nominal phrases are typical of school-related 

language and that it is by using nominal phrases in your writing that your 

texts sound advanced, will have found one of the keys to subject-specific 

literacy (cf. e.g. Gibbons, 2009, pp. 54-55). Indeed, a small step of language 

awareness could result in a big leap of cognitive development. 

Targeting language competences needed in the CLIL classroom is com-

plex. Within CLIL teaching and learning, learners and teacher need to use 

languages not only for ‘any’ purposes, or for linguistic purposes only, for 

learning the language per se, but for the purpose of studying and learning to 

understand curriculum content that is part of the syllabi for different school 
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subjects, e.g. biology, civics, history and mathematics (cf. Hyland & Shaw, 

2016). Indeed, for CLIL purposes a self-assessment matrix would need to be 

constructed in a somewhat different way. Potentially, it would be of interest 

to design a more multidimensional model for understanding language use in 

CLIL curriculum spaces. 

6.4 Bilingual subject-specific proficiency 

Reflections on language use in the classroom and beyond, i.e. in the dis-

courses about literacy and society (Refl.-literacy and society; D5-D6, see 

Table 3), participants’ reflections about systememtic language use in content 

teaching, as well as their reasoning about potential consequences of their 

principled language use in teaching and learning in the CLIL teaching were 

included. In these discourses, the participants’ thoughts and comments about 

the possible effects of certain language use were presented. These discourses 

encompassed emergent and systematic reasoning about CLIL teaching and 

learning in the subject-specific classroom and beyond the lesson events. 

On the basis of the data of participant cognitions it was possible to con-

struct three themes relating to school languages as resources for learning: 

accessibility to study material, multilingualism as enhancing tool for stu-

dents’ learning and understanding content, and two languages for schooling 

purposes in co-existence with socio-semiotic resources in a socio-semiotic 

pedagogic-ecological system (see Bezemer et al, 2012). 

First of all the CLIL teachers’ narratives targeted the accessibility of up-

to-date and useful study materials on the Internet where English was seen as 

a resource in teaching. This was especially common in the biology- and his-

tory teachers’ narratives. The biology teachers addressed the development of 

their own pedagogic content knowledge through the re-formulation of the 

content in another language, a process which obviously also had effect on 

the teaching of the content (Study II). The history teachers mentioned that 

accessibility to English facilitated the teaching of their subject, as history 

literacy was key. By history literacy they meant that the students had to en-

gage actively in the studying of the school subject. For example, the students 

should not only listen to lectures about historical periods, or only read about 

historical processes and phenomena. Instead, they should also learn to un-

derstand how historians work, partly by trying out how historians work. To-

day, historians make use of digital resources in their daily practice, and that 

is why also students should get opportunities to use sources from all over the 

world to find potential answers to questions, comparing and evaluating criti-

cally the sources they have used, and draw conclusions from the findings, 

both individually and as part of a team (ibid). Having access to both English 

and Swedish as languages of schooling in history class made history learning 

and teaching more authentic, the history teachers argued (Study II). 
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Multilingual aspects, and indeed, the positive aspects of access to more 

than one language in the process of learning and teaching, emerged in the 

interview material, both in the interviews with students and teachers. The 

students, who spoke more than one language also out of school, mentioned 

how much more effectively they could study and learn in CLIL classes. As 

they were used to using more than one language on a daily basis in their 

spare time, at home and with friends, they found studying through a CLIL 

mode much more in line with their way of life. Interestingly, the literacy 

aspect of CLIL was addressed here. CLIL functioned as a literacy tool. Stu-

dents’ multilingual extra-mural mode met the bilingual mode of schooling in 

the CLIL strand. This seems to me to be a very important aspect of CLIL. 

The learning through two languages was found to be positive since this 

mode corresponded to the practices that students used in their out-of-school 

environments for learning and understanding. Interestingly, a student in the 

second year of upper secondary school made a distinction between learning 

and understanding: “I read in English to learn, and then I read in Swedish to 

understand” (student, not quoted in Study III). 

The teachers also pointed to English as an additional resource for learning 

and understanding content. The civics teachers spoke of the students who 

used more than one language on a daily basis, students who were multilin-

gual from early age, and how they had noticed that these students were good 

at the study of complex content area. Among other things they made use of 

effective strategies to guess the meaning of complex terminology in class. In 

this respect, they could be considered to be succesful language users, they 

were talking to each other, presenting their hypotheses to the teacher, sup-

porting each other in school-related language (cf. Lindberg, 2006, 2011; 

Sellgren, 2011; Skolverket, 2012b). In these efforts, the use of several lan-

guages was included. In these conversations, the students were successful, 

the teacher claimed (civics teacher, Study I). In parallel with the students, the 

civics teacher, new to the profession and new to teaching through English, 

was also developing conscious use of languages in education, a process in 

which the language teachers at the school every now and then were involved 

(ibid). 

Finally, it emerged from the teacher narratives that there is a sort of peda-

gogic-ecological system at work in the CLIL classroom. Not only is English 

a resource for learning in addition to Swedish, but these two languages co-

exist as resources for learning together with further socio-semiotic resources 

for learning. These resources could be digital tools or other varieties of 

modes for learning and teaching, written, spoken, and interactional (Kress, 

2010, see 3). Thus, it was not only languages that played a vital role in the 

bilingual CLIL classroom. Rather two/several languages co-existed with 

other socio-semiotic resources (cf. Bigestans, 2015; cf. Kress, 2010). 
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6.5 Implications for language planning, teaching and 

research 

A language planning implication of the study is that there is much to be 

learned through interviews with practitioners in educational settings. As 

previously mentioned, knowledge gained from analysis of participant per-

spectives can be of great value in language planning efforts (Canagarajah & 

De Costa, 2016; Leung, 2005; Li & Moyer, 2008). Indeed, in the communi-

ties of practice at the schools, often developed over a long period of time, 

there was not only knowledge gained through long-term experience, but also 

the competence and willpower to share it, if only being asked (Studies I, II 

and III). Therefore, a recommendation for stakeholders in language plan-

ning, and potential initiators in language policy, is to make efforts to find out 

about already existing, and emerging, language practices within bilin-

gual/multilingual communities of practice in education. As argued by re-

searchers in the field, for language policy arrangements to be successful, 

decisions must be made in contact with practitioners in the environments of 

potentially regulated language use, and not limited to abstract reasoning 

(García, 2009; Leung, 2005; Li & Moyer, 2008). 

A further implication of the study is that language practices in content and 

language integrated learning environments can potentially be related to epis-

temologies of school subjects. As previously pointed by researchers in didac-

tics and subject-content-didactics, teachers’ views and understanding of the 

school subject they teach is central to their teaching (Apelgren, 2001; 

Carlgren et al, 2005; Schüllerqvist, 2009) As shown, the local can be episte-

mological. When there are changes in the curriculum, teachers’ aims with 

teaching, and their conceptualisation of the school subject they teach, often 

seem to remain, albeit somewhat modified (Schüllerqvist, 2012, p. 36; cf. 

also Sasajima, 2013). The CLIL teachers’ responsiveness to changes in the 

curriculum appeared to be considerable, at least against the background of 

the interview material. It could be the case that the CLIL teachers had gradu-

ally prepared for the intensified focus on language aspects in the bilingual 

teaching of their subjects, having to modify their teaching practices due to 

the presence and use of a second language of schooling. Having had to re-

conceptualise their understanding of their subject as part of finding addition-

al teaching material, and designing their own texts and presentations to suit 

the goals and the content of the syllabus of their school subject over a long 

period of time, potentially, they had developed flexibility and responsiveness 

in teaching. As it was possible to sketch models for language practices in the 

four school subjects, biology, civics, history and mathematics, based on in-

terviews with teachers, the results indicate that more research of a similar 

kind could be carried out in this field, with potentially applicable outcomes.  

As indicated in previous research studies, there is an interest among 

teacher educators in developing a focus on language in courses in subject-
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content didactics in teacher education (Carlson, 2009; van Lier, 1996). Carl-

son elaborates: “Chemistry language, what is it like? What is typical of 

mathematical language? In these cases, I am not only interested in words, 

but also how are sentences constructed? How do we formulate ourselves 

within these school subjects?” (Carlson, 2009, p. 52 my translation). As in-

dicated in this study, CLIL content teachers could benefit from development 

of language awareness. As part of pre- and in-service courses for teachers’ 

knowledge and teaching of the linguistic register continuum (Figure 5) and 

multilingual pedagogies models (Figure 1) could be developed and applied 

as means of making visible languages and conditions for language develop-

ment as part of subject-specific literacies, enabling and enhancing lesson 

planning, co-teaching and teachers’ inter-epistemological understanding. 

Indeed, an implication for CLIL content teachers’ in-service training is 

that language awareness should be considered an object of learning. In this 

respect, the results are in line with Carlson’s (2009) view of language 

awareness as a pre-requisite for content teaching in multilingual settings: 

“content teaching can develop a language-oriented perspective provided that 

the linguistic dimensions of the subject are being treated as objects of 

thought” (Carlson, 2009, p. 52, my translation). A final implication for in-

service education is that languages in education could be studied along two 

continua, the one continuum outlining teaching and learning discourses; 

learning about, of and through languages (Coyle et al, 2010, see 2, see also 

Table 3) and the other one outlining linguistic register; colloquial language, 

school-related language and subject-specific language (Lindberg, 2006, see 

also 3.3.3, Figure 5).  

There are also implications for further research. For instance, as the 2011 

curriculum for Swedish upper secondary school, LGY2011, has been in use 

for some time now, it would be interesting to know whether teachers in the 

upper secondary school consider themselves teachers of both content and 

language. Assumedly, the integration of the linguistic dimension into the 

core content of the school subjects, as emphasized in the syllabi for the dif-

ferent school subjects, should have become daily practice by now. Or, possi-

bly, there has still been too little focus on language in the pedagogic forum at 

the schools, or the absence of in-service courses, for the teachers to have had 

the opportunity to work on their treatment of a languages-in-education? 

Furthermore, future research studies in the field could make investiga-

tions into the extent to which CLIL teachers and learners have increased 

their knowledge of language, for language and through language (Coyle et 

al, 2010, see 2), now that the curriculum for upper secondary school, 

LGY2011, has been in use for a good five years. It would be interesting to 

know whether CLIL teachers and learners would include references to using 

the languages of schooling for purposes of communication and learning, or 

whether they would also pride themselves of knowing something about the 

languages as well. Especially interesting to know would be whether partici-
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pants have gained an understanding of the linguistic code itself, on behalf of 

the new integrated curriculum, and their daily practice of learning and teach-

ing, i.e. studying to what extent immersion in combination with self-

regulation has been constructive.   

Comparative research studies could be made between study programmes 

where other linguistic resources have been integrated into teaching and 

learning of curriculum content, studying issues such as the role of back-

ground languages in teaching and learning processes, or the study of cog-

nates for the enhancement of learners’ vocabulary (Bardel, Falk & Lindqvist, 

2016). Furthermore, research into the issue of gender and languages in edu-

cation could be a field of interest (see Lagabaster, 2008). CLIL approaches 

could be understood as a means of making it possible for learners to use the 

languages they know, and are interested in learning better, e.g. English, in 

meaningful ways in school (Berggren, 2013, Sundqvist, 2009; Yoxsimer 

Paulsrud, 2014).  

Potentially, CLIL approaches could also contribute to developing interest 

in learning other languages than English, languages that the students are 

motivated to learn, given that there was more context involved in the lan-

guage learning process. Integration of content and L3 languages could serve 

purposes of making possible for learners to use their language competence 

and knowledge in authentic contexts, thus activating the notion of ‘L3 

selves’ (Henry, 2013), enhancing motivation to language learning (Cardelús, 

2016). As recently claimed in the “The Need of a Language Strategy for 

Sweden” report, there remains much to be developed in higher education to 

receive and nurture new generations of multilingual citizens in Sweden (Al-

berius et al, 2017). As has been shown in this licentiate thesis, pathways to 

multilingualism could emerge as part of involvement in meaningful and au-

thentic language use within the framework of the school subjects. 

6.6 Concluding remarks 

In conclusion, this thesis does not claim to provide answers to inquiries 

about the effectiveness of CLIL teaching. Rather, by drawing on teacher and 

learner cognitions in the field of CLIL, its aim was to contribute to under-

standing and visualization of underlying patterns of teachers’ and learners’ 

thinking, action and reflection in the context of bilingual study programmes 

with a CLIL design.  

As shown in this thesis, CLIL designs vary with school subjects and par-

ticipants. Developing local models for learning and teaching seems to re-

quire active involvement in a complex socio-cognitive web, integral to the 

interface between participants’ epistemologies and ontologies in the different 

contexts and in response to the curriculum. By means of shared analysis of 

similarities and differences in CLIL teaching, inquiries on methods, aims 
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and specificity of content, planning for learning and teaching can be de-

signed collegially, and in interaction with students.  

As suggested in this thesis, situated in the field of language education re-

search, CLIL teacher teams could benefit from organised forms of collabora-

tion between content teachers and language teachers. With structured meet-

ings, yet flexibility in the organisation of learning and teaching, subject con-

tent teachers would not on their own have to ponder questions like “The 

English we use here, how effective is it really?” (biology teacher, Study II). 

Instead, they would do it as part of long-lasting, complementary teams of 

expertise, consisting of teachers with language-based pedagogic knowledge 

and teachers with content-based knowledge in collaboration. 
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7 Summary in Swedish 

This section includes a summary of the thesis, as well as a summary of each 

of the three case studies, I, II and III.  

 

Ämneslitteracitet på två språk? Lärares och elevers kognitioner om två-

språkig undervisning i biologi, historia, matematik och samhällskunskap: 

Tre fallstudier om CLIL-studieprogram i svensk gymnasieskola 

 

Licentiatuppsatsens syfte är att studera lärares och elevers uppfattningar och 

upplevelser av ämnesundervisning på två språk i svenska gymnasieskolan. 

Sammanläggningsuppsatsen består av tre delstudier, vilka beskrivs som fall-

studier (Heigham & Croker, 2009). Sammantaget kan de tre studierna be-

traktas som en kollektiv fallstudie (Baxter & Jack, 2008). I delstudie I och II 

dokumenteras och tolkas lärarperspektiv på CLIL-undervisning. I delstudie 

III fokuseras elevperspektiv på verksamheten. Utöver den tematiska analys 

som genomförts i varje respektive delstudie, utvecklades ett analytiskt ram-

verk i sammanläggningsarbetet med uppsatsen. I analyserna av det samlade 

materialet framträdde deltagarnas utsagor som tredimensionella diskurser om 

CLIL-undervisning: språk som kod, språk som kommunikationsmedel, språk 

som resurser för undervisning lärande (se tabell 3, i avsnitt 4.5.1).  

I det samlade intervjumaterialet med lärare och elever framkommer över-

vägande positiv syn på CLIL-studieprogrammen: att ämnesundervisning och 

lärande på skolspråken engelska och svenska bidrar till motivation och att 

deltagarna upplever att tillgången till två språk bidrar till utveckling och 

fortbildning. Exempelvis menar erfarna matematiklärare att engelska funge-

rar som en resurs bland andra i det multimodala matematikklassrummet (jfr 

O’Halloran, 2000). Vidare finner biologi- och historielärare som är vana 

med CLIL-undervisning att tillgången till skolspråket engelska i utgör en 

extra resurs: undervisningen blir mer autentisk, menar historielärarna, medan 

biologilärarna betonar att tillgången till terminologi på engelska fungerar 

som en ytterligare resurs för lärande av ämnesinnehållet (Studie II).  

Emellertid uttrycks också upplevelser av dilemman i samband med plane-

ring och undervisning i det tvåspråkiga ämnesklassrummet, i synnerhet av 

nyutbildade lärare/oerfarna CLIL-lärare i samhällskunskap och biologi: 

kommunikationen i klassrummet upplevs som ett socialt hinder och lärarna 
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uttrycker oro att eleverna inte lär sig det som lärarna går igenom tillräckligt 

väl (Studie I). 

Implikationer av uppsatsens resultat är att CLIL-lärare och – elever skulle 

dra nytta av mer kunskap om språk. Detta uttrycks av lärare och elever, både 

explicit och implicit, och kan kopplas till tvåspråkig forskning, forskning om 

CLIL, och aktuell kognitionsvetenskap. Även om den nya läroplanen för 

gymnasieskolan, Lgy2011, har en genrepedagogisk orientering (se t ex Li-

berg, 2009), där språkliga aspekter av ämnesinnehåll och ämneslärande ses 

som nära förbundna med det sammanhang i vilket de förekommer, räcker det 

inte med att ämneslärare förväntas tillägna sig språklig medvetenhet på egen 

hand. Ämneslärare – och elever, skulle ha fördel av att kunna se på, och tala 

om språk som ett innehållsobjekt. Detta kan anses synnerligen viktigt i två-

språkiga sammanhang, där ett av skolspråken inte utgör deltagarnas första-

språk.  

Bättre organisation av samarbete mellan ämneslärare och språklärare i 

CLIL-arbetslagen uttrycks av de deltagarna lärarna, och får stöd i ny CLIL-

forskning. För att befrämja CLIL-ämneslärares och – elevers utveckling av 

tvåspråkig ämnesspecifik litteraciteter krävs organiserat samarbete erkänt av 

skolledning.  

Den första delstudien, CLIL Interaction Challenges – Translanguaging 

and Genre as Pedagogic Tools? fokuserar lärares upplevelse av utmaningar i 

samband med ämnesundervisning på engelska, i synnerhet gällande interakt-

ion i CLIL-klassrummet (Study I). Delstudien lägger också vikt vid lärarnas 

berättelser om praktiker och strategier de utvecklat för att möta upplevda 

utmaningar. I resultaten framkommer att lärarna upplever två dilemman, som 

jag har valt att kalla linguistic unpredictability och socio-affective barrier, på 

svenska ungefär ”språklig oförutsägbarhet” och ”socialt, känslorelaterat hin-

der”. 

Gällande språklig oförutsägbarhet menar lärarna att utmaningen med äm-

nesundervisningen på engelska utgörs av svårigheten att planera, och fram-

för allt att kunna förutse, vilka ord och begrepp på engelska som kan behö-

vas i den kommande lektionssituationen. Även om lärarna har stor ämnes-

kunskap och har vana av att undervisa på svenska är det inte oproblematiskt 

att plötsligt ställa om till ett annat undervisningsspråk. Förutom att det tar tid 

att förbereda, något som ofta görs genom att översätta befintliga presentat-

ioner till engelska, är det just förmågan att kunna ta fram det specifika be-

greppet i den aktuella situationen som upplevs bristfällig.  

En strategi som samhällskunskapslärarna utvecklat för att möta detta di-

lemma är att de extra noga i förväg försöker föreställa sig lektionsförloppet, 

och visualisera vilka frågor som kan tänkas komma upp från eleverna. Ett 

annat sätt för de nya lärarna att möta utmaningen med ämnesundervisning på 

engelska är att i förväg planera språkanvändning. Med detta menas att de 

delar upp lektionen i olika moment, där vissa moment sker huvudsakligen på 

engelska och andra moment sker huvudsakligen på svenska.  
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En strategi som utvecklats av biologilärarna i detta avseende är “vara tyd-

lig från början och förklara på svenska, så att eleverna inte behöver sitta och 

undra vad man talar om” (bi2). Ett annat sätt är att ta hjälp av eleverna att 

finna de begrepp och översättningar som behövs. Detta sker genom att ele-

verna tar aktiv del och använder sina datorer eller smartphones för att slå upp 

de ord som eftersöks i stunden (bi1). 

Avseende upplevelse av ett slags ”socio-affective barrier” i samband med 

engelska som undervisningsspråk uttrycks detta framför allt av de nya sam-

hällskunskapslärarna. De talar om svårigheten med att nå fram till eleverna, 

att språket upplevs är som en barriär mellan läraren och eleverna. På en av 

skolorna, där undervisningen i samhällskunskap inledningsvis genomfördes 

till hundra procent på engelska berättar läraren, ny i läraryrket, att detta 

undervisningsformat var svårt att genomföra. Efter samtal med språklärarna 

på skolan ändrade läraren sin strategi och började ägna mer tid och ansträng-

ning åt att låta eleverna bearbeta de nya begreppen i samhällskunskapskur-

sen på olika sätt. Biologilärarna som är nya i yrket uttrycker också upplevel-

ser av “socio-affective barrier”. De nämner att de inte vet om eleverna för-

står innehållet i de föreläsningar som ges. Detta beror på att eleverna inte är 

så bra på att ställa frågor under lektionerna, och därför blir svårt att verkligen 

veta “om de vet vad jag står därframme och talar om” (bi1). 

Strategier lärarna har utvecklat över tid, utefter sin egen erfarenhet eller i 

samarbete med ämnes- eller programkollegor, är att använda sig av båda 

språken engelska och svenska, samt att planera och genomföra multimodal 

undervisning. Med multimodal undervisning avses att lärarna ser till att öka 

inflödet av information via olika medier och undervisningsformat. I sina 

powerpointpresentationer försöker de placera in mycket visuellt material, 

som stöttning och förstärkning. De gör också studiebesök i skog och mark 

och på museiutställningar för att breda kontaktytorna med ämnet, samt att de 

försöker skapa ett klassrumsklimat som gör att eleverna vågar ställa frågor 

då de inte förstår, eller då de vill fråga eller tillägga något. I biologi- och 

naturkunskapsklasserna i årskurs två har lärare och elever lärt känna 

varandra litet bättre och då har den problematiska sidan av detta dilemma 

avtagit, berättar biologilärarna. 

I diskussionen belyses och fokuseras lärarnas yttranden utifrån ett språk-

didaktiskt perspektiv. En inriktning mot genre-tänkande, speciellt avseende 

talgenrer, i kombination med translanguaging-praktiker prövas som möjlig 

potential för utveckling. Genom sin erfarenhet av undervisning på två språk 

verkar CLIL-lärarna ha tillägnat sig en beredskap för att möta den nyanse-

rade språksyn som genomsyrar Lgy 2011, något som antyds i artikeln.  

Artikeln avslutas med några rekommendationer för undervisning och 

några implikationer för fortsatt forskning. För att kunna vidareutveckla och 

fördjupa sin språkliga ämneskompetens på två språk påtalas vikten av lärar-

nas – och elevernas - utveckling av metalingvistisk medvetenhet. Ämneslä-

rarna och deras elever kan gynnas av utveckling både av kunskaper om 
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språk, och om språkinlärning och språkutveckling, för att på detta sätt under-

lätta interaktionen och lärandet i det tvåspråkiga ämnesklassrummet. Garcías 

(2011, 2009) studier om flerspråkig interaktion i klassrummet, s.k. trans-

languaging, och Burns (2013) och Lindbergs (2011) forskning om samtal 

som talgenrer, diskuteras som lämpliga studieobjekt för omsättning i prakti-

ken. Implikationer för fortsatt forskning och undervisning skulle kunna vara 

att kombinera systematiskt tänkande i genrer med flexibilitet avseende reper-

toarer av flerspråkiga sätt att undervisa  

I den andra delstudien Teaching and learning content through two langu-

ages: The biology and history teacher perspectives, är det biologi- och histo-

rielärares reflektioner om språkanvändning och ämneslitteracitet står i cent-

rum (Study II). Intervjumaterialet omfattade 7,5 timmar inspelade intervjuer 

med åtta ämneslärare, fyra lärare i biologi och fyra lärare i historia. Lärarna 

intervjuades i de flersta fall en och en, även om någon par- och fokusgrupp-

sintervjue också förekommit. Resultaten av undersökningen visar på ett antal 

faktorer som påverkar lärarnas val av språk, engelska eller svenska, i olika 

undervisningssammanhang och -situationer. Dessa påverkansfaktorer är 

enligt följande: tillgången till studiematerial och elevgruppens sammansätt-

ning.  

Gällande tillgång till studiematerial påtalar lärarna att engelskan utgör en 

resurs, då de får tillgång till material via internet som gör att de kan designa 

undervisningen på ett sätt som upplevs som mer autentiskt. Eleverna kan ges 

uppgifter som gör att de får pröva på att arbeta ”som en historiker” (h4). 

Detta är också något som påtalas i styrdokumenten för historia: ”Eleven ska 

få möjlighet att arbeta med historisk metod … söka, välja, tolka och värdera 

information från olika källor” (Skolverket, 2011b). Läraren menar att till-

gången till engelska gör att eleverna kan använda fler källor för information, 

något som både underlättar och försvårar uppgiften. Utifrån lärarens per-

spektiv är detta något som gör historieundervisningen extra intressant.  

Då det handlar om språkval utifrån elevgruppens sammansättning menar 

lärarna att de måste anpassa mängden engelska i ämnesklassrummet så att 

samtliga i klassrummet kan följa undervisningen. Blir det för mycket eng-

elska finns inte förutsättningar för alla att kunna följa med i behandlingen av 

det aktuella ämnesområdet. Elevernas språkfärdighet gällande engelska är 

inte så pass välutvecklad att de obehindrat kan följa med i föreläsningen eller 

diskussionen av ämnet. I dessa fall väljer läraren att sammanfatta på svenska 

efter en föreläsning, att ge eleverna möjligheter att ställa frågor eller önske-

mål om förtydliganden och förklaringar på svenska. Det kan också handla 

om att ge specifik handledning via mejl eller utanför ordinarie lektionstid. I 

dessa sammanhang utgår läraren ifrån elevens val av språk: ”skriver de på 

svenska, så svarar jag på svenska” (h4). Dessa upplevda behov av att indivi-

dualisera upplevs av lärarna som nödvändigt samtidigt som lärarna påpekar 

att det går åt mycket tid åt att erbjuda eleverna alternativa uttrycksformer 

eller möjligheter till frågestunder utanför de schemalagda lektionerna. 
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Ett annat exempel från historia handlar om förändring av praktiker från ett 

läsår till ett annat, där läraren under ett läsår ”inte presenterade något materi-

al på svenska, inte ens på en liten papperslapp” (h1), medan undervisningen 

under påföljande år innehöll förklaringar på svenska såväl som på engelska. 

Under denna lektion och i den påföljande intervjun med läraren blir det 

tydligt att multimodala resurser spelar en framträdande roll i historieunder-

visningen på engelska. Då jag försöker fråga läraren om hen designar hist-

orielektioner annorlunda på svenska får jag till svar att läraren numera hu-

vudsakligen har sin undervisning i CLIL-programmen och därför inte riktigt 

kan svara på den frågan. Däremot återkommer läraren till påverkansfaktorn 

studiematerial och engelskan som möjlig resurs till aktuell och autentisk 

historieundervisning (se h4, Study II). 

Ett antal modeller för ämnesundervisningen på de två språken framkom-

mer, vilka involverar i förväg planerad, separat och dynamisk flerspråkighet 

(García, 2009). I det första exemplet från biologi och historia handlar det 

inte bara om språkanvändning utan även om användning av socialsemiotiska 

resurser. Gällande planering i förväg berättar två av lärarna att de förbereder 

lektionerna på ett sådant sätt att de översätter sina powerpointpresentationer 

de har från undervisning på svenska till engelska. Detta är något som initialt 

tar mycket tid i anspråk (b3, h2). Samtidigt menar lärarna att de inte bara kan 

översätta utan att de måste arbeta in annat material också. I lärarnas berättel-

ser framkommer att de anstränger sig extra för att använda illustrationer och 

humoristiska inslag i sina genomgångar. De lägger mer omsorg om detta när 

ämnesundervisningen är på engelska än vad de annars skulle göra om under-

visningen var på svenska, det språk som är deras förstaspråk. Här blir det 

tydligt att socialsemiotiska resurser spelar en roll för presentationen av äm-

nesinnehållet. Lärarna upplever att de måste hantera innehållet på ett annat 

sätt för att eleverna ska motiveras att hänga med och förstå. 

Gällande biologi- och historielärarnas (b3, h4) upplevelser av att inte 

kunna förlita sig på att deras engelska språkfärdighet skulle räcka till på 

samma sätt i föreläsningssammanhang som de upplever att deras svenska 

repertoar gör kompenserar de detta genom att förstärka sina powerpointpre-

sentationer med mer bildmaterial och humoristiska inslag (se exempel b3, 

h4, Study II). Detta är i linje med forskning om ämnesundervisning och lä-

rande på ett andraspråk, som påtalar behovet av förstärkt inflöde, ”amplified 

input” för att erbjuda eleven fler resurser att utveckla sin förståelse (Gib-

bons, 2009). Deras sätt att hantera uppgiften har också stöd i forskning om 

andraspråksforskning i Sverige, där tillgång till ämnesinnehåll via olika mo-

daliteter förordas (se 3).  

Ett lärarkognitionsperspektiv på denna situation erbjuder emellertid en 

annan förklaringsmodell. Westbrook & Henriksen (2011) som studerat en 

universitetslärares uppfattning om sin egen förmåga att undervisa i sitt ämne 

på engelska och hur detta i förlängningen påverkat lärarens förhållningssätt 

till ämnet och eleverna visade i samband med en närstudie och interventions-
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studie att lärarens språkfärdighet på engelska var fullt tillräcklig för att klara 

av uppgiften och att lärarens ämneskunskaper och pedagogiska ledarskap 

som helhet gjorde att undervisningen inte kunde anses bristfällig, vilket på-

visades genom intervjuer med elever och deltagande observationer av lärar-

utbildare (ibid). I detta fall fick läraren genom interventionsstudien informat-

ion om att den oro hon känt för sin otillräckliga språkförmåga var överdri-

ven. Teacher Cognition-perspektivet ger insikt i värdet av att se helheten i en 

undervisningssituation och att ta hänsyn till socio-affektiva faktorer vid pla-

nering, genomförande, bedömning och utvärdering av undervisning. 

Den tredje delstudien, CLIL in English in Sweden – Why? How? What? 

Student perspectives, behandlar elevperspektiv på ämnesundervisning på 

engelska (Study III). Det teoretiska ramverket för studien utgörs av teori och 

koncept från flera olika forskningsfält, något som är vanligt inom utbild-

ningsvetenskaplig forskning (se även 3.1).  

Studien bygger på fokusgruppsintervjuer med femton CLIL-elever vid tre 

olika skolor. Intervjumaterialet samlades in under en tvåårsperiod i början av 

2010-talet, transkriberades i Word dokument och analyserades med kvalita-

tiv innehållsanalys (4.5). Syftet var att ta reda på elevers uppfattning och 

erfarenheter av CLIL-undervisning, och försöka analysera deras utsagor i 

ljuset av tidigare forskning och ett antal begrepp från teorier om lärande, 

ämnesdidaktik och andraspråksinlärning. Då analyserna pågick över tid, 

även samtidigt som ny data samlades in, visade det sig att även socialsemio-

tik (3.2.4) behövde approprieras för att kunna beskriva och tolka materialet. 

Resultaten visar intressant nog på liknande data från de tre skolorna. För 

det första uttrycker eleverna stor motivation till engelska språket och dess 

användning i olika sammanhang: för studier i skolans ämnen, för kommande 

högskoleutbildningar, för fritidsrelaterade aktiviteter som kommunikation 

med vänner och släktingar via sociala medier, spel, musik och andra intres-

sen. För det andra berättar eleverna att de upplever att de är mer fokuserade 

när undervisningen är på engelska, att de lyssnar mer noga. De menar också 

att tillgången till fler resurser i undervisningen möjliggörs då ämnesunder-

visningen är på engelska. Emellertid är upplevelserna inte odelat positiva. 

Eleverna meddelar vidare att de upplever svårigheter vid inlärning när all 

information är på engelska, när ämnesinnehållet är alltför svårt eller när de 

uppmanas reflektera.  

I studien diskuteras den nya läroplanen Lgy2011 som påverkansfaktor, då 

ämnesplanerna för skolans ämnen i och med de nya styrdokumenten fått en 

alltmer krävande inriktning avseende elevernas förmåga att aktivt omsätta 

sina kunskaper i tal och skrift. En aspekt som genomsyrar artikeln är ett in-

teraktionsdesignsperspektiv (Selander & Kress, 2010) och ett beaktande av 

elevers agentivitet, eller agency (Jewitt 2009).  

En implikation av studien är att det i planering av CLIL-program kan vara 

värdefullt att lyssna till och ta tillvara de erfarenheter och kompetenser som 

elever tar med sig till klassrummet till exempel avseende digitala verktyg 
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och flerspråkighet (Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg, 2012; Kress & Selan-

der, 2012; Vigmo, 2014). Genom att planera undervisning utifrån ett inter-

aktionsdesignsperspektiv ges eleverna agentivitet, något de också ska ut-

veckla under sin studietid i gymnasieskolan (Skolverket, 2011a). CLIL-

undervisning har stor potential som ett ramverk för undervisning, där höga 

förväntningar på elevers och lärares aktiva deltagande som medskapare av 

förutsättningar för undervisning och lärande, och där deras digitala och fler-

språkiga praktiker ingår som integrativa delar.  

Mot bakgrund av den nya läroplanen för gymnasieskolan 2011, Lgy 2011 

(Skolverket, 2011a), är det tydligt att kraven på elevers analys- och reflekt-

ionsförmåga ökat, något lärarna talar om i intervjuerna. Med en ny läroplan 

torde det vara på sin plats också med fortbildning för lärare om det nya äm-

nesinnehållet och hur det kan bearbetas. Då detta inte alltid arrangeras 

centralt utan lärarna enbart lämnas åt lokala diskussioner i arbetslaget, är det 

värt att fundera över om CLIL-lärarna faktiskt har ett försprång i detta sam-

manhang. Kan det vara så att dessa lärare över tid, i interaktion med studie-

material på två språk, med nya styrdokument och i interaktion med sina kol-

legor och elever faktiskt tillägnat sig ett flerspråkigt sätt att se på undervis-

ning, ja till och med ett mer fördjupat sätt att se på världen? Samtidigt visar 

studiernas resultat att det finns mycket som behöver utvecklas. Lärarnas 

berättelser om att CLIL-arbetslagen inte fått det utrymme som behövs för 

planering och samarbete, att sammansättningen av deltagande lärare ändrats 

över tid, att andra frågor på senare tid tagit överhanden. Kanske har förut-

sättningarna inte varit tillräckligt gynnsamma för ämneslärarna i de inne-

hållsbaserade ämnena (Lundahl, 2010) att omvandla sina ämneskunskaper 

till språk- och ämnesdidaktiska kunskaper. Kanske är det så att lärarna och 

eleverna i CLIL-programmen utmanats att använda och utveckla sina fler-

språkiga och multimodala resurser i någon mån för att de faktiskt haft möj-

ligheten, eller för att de varit tvungna.  

Det finns flera sätt att uppfatta tvåspråkighet. Tillgång till två språk i äm-

nesundervisningen kan upplevas och fungera som en dubbel utmaning eller 

som stöttning. Enligt många forskare i utbildning i världen är flerspråkighet 

en nödvändighet i vår nutid och framöver. Utmaningen, eller möjligheten, är 

att studera och utveckla flerspråkiga pedagogiker som bjuder på struktur 

såväl som flexibilitet för lärare och elever. 
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9 Appendices 

9.1 Intervjuguide-Lärarintervjuer 
 

A. Bakgrundsfrågor 

 

1. Vilka ämnen undervisar du i? 

2. Hur länge har du undervisat i dessa ämnen? 

3. Hur många skolor har du sammanlagt arbetat vid? 

4. Varför blev du lärare?  

5. Hur kom det sig att du blev lärare i just dessa ämnen? 

 

 

B. Intervjuämnen 

 

* Syn på undervisningsämnet 

 

* Syn på undervisningsämnet i relation till Gy 11 

 

* Organisation av undervisning (års-, termins- och veckobasis; samplanering 

– med kollegor/elever; förhållningssätt till läromedel) 

 

* Ämnesundervisning på engelska – möjligheter och begränsningar  

 

 * Komplexiteter i samband med ämnesundervisning på engelska – ur lärar- 

respektive elevperspektiv 

 

* Strategier i samband med undervisning och lärande på engelska – lärar- 

och elevperspektiv 

 

* Övriga synpunkter 
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9.2 Interview guide-Teacher interviews 

 

A. Background questions 

 

1. What school subjects do you teach? 

2. How long have you been teaching these school subjects? 

3. How many schools have you worked at? 

4. Why did you become a teacher?  

5. How is it that you became a teacher of these school subjects? 

 

 

B. Interview topics 

 

* View of school subject 

 

* View of school subject in relation to the new curriculum, LGY2011 

 

* Organisation of teaching (yearly-, term- and weekly basis; collaboration – 

with colleagues, students; perspectives of teaching material 

 

* Teaching and learning content in English – possibilities and constraints 

 

 * Complexities related to teaching and learning content in English – from a 

teacher and student perspective, respectively 

 

* Strategies related to teaching and learning in English – teacher and student 

perspectives 

 

* Other issues 
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9.3 CLIL teaching discourses about bilingual subject-

specific literacies  

Examples of CLIL teaching discourses about bilingual subject-specific liter-

acites  

 

9.3.1 Examples from mathematics – Experienced teacher  

 

Discourse  Example – from mathematics (ma1) – Experienced 
teacher 

Proficiency dis-
course (what) 

”mathematics enhances logical thinking”  

Creativity dis-
course (what) 

”learning is very much about psychology, especially in 
mathematics” 

Process dis-
course (how) 

”If I say ’numerator’ or ’denominator’ instead of [Sw.] 
täljare’ and [Sw.]’ nämnare’, that is not the problem”  

Genre discourse 
(how) 

”From my point of view, students do not have to 
make long explanations in English” 

Discourse about 
social practices 
(why) 

”I noticed that the students did not know terminolo-
gy, words and concepts in Swedish”  

Socio-political 
discourse (why) 

”Therefore, I have departed from the 100%  EMI 
mode, and consciously apply…[an En-Sw bilingual 
mode]”  
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9.3.2 Examples from biology – New teacher 

 

Discourse  Example – from biology (bi1) – New teacher 

Proficiency  ”to understand inter-connections, how the biological 
world functions” 

Creativity  ”being a human being on earth, you need to know about 
human findings … both about nature and your own 
body”  

Process  ”Having a powerpoint about the cardiovascular system in 
Swedish, I would not have to make it anew… however, 
translation does take a long time…” 

Genre   ”If I say ’pancrast’ in English, they might recognize it. If 
there is a student who would like an explanation in Swe-
dish, I won’t refuse to explain it in Swedish” 

Discourse 
about social 
practices 

”If a student is not doing so well … easier to talk about 
this in Swedish” 

Socio-
political 
discourse 

”We have a real mix of really high-achieving and very 
very weak students/…/For the student who has to strug-
gle really hard… it would be better to study at a tradi-
tional Swedish upper secondary school” 
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9.3.3 Example from history –New and experienced teachers 

 

Discourse  Example – from history (hi1 and hi2) – New and experienced 
teachers 

Proficiency ”To understand present day, you need to look back. It is not 
always so easy. In this way, history is an exciting subject”(1) 

Creativity  ”In history we study chronologically, not so much thematic 
study… We kind of follow the book. It’s mostly written tests, 
but also essays. (1) 

Process   ”Teaching content through another language you need to use a 
variety of techniques” (2) 

Genre   With the new national curriculum for upper secondary school… 
it’s tougher than before (1 and 2) 

Discourse 
about soci-
al practices  

”In the classroom I try to stick to English. Sometimes I tend to 
recap the content in Swedish as well. On other occasions I’m 
consistent with using English…” (1) 

Socio-
political 
discourse 

”For me, or… For the students… Of course, learning had been 
smoother… They gain knowledge of English… As for the sub-
ject… Perhaps five-ten of them study abroad… At least, they’ve 
got that benefit…”(1) ”There are constraints with everything… 
it’s just how you decide to work with it” (2) 
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9.4 Teachers’ rationales for language choice 

Examples of teachers’ rationales for language choice 

9.4.1 New civics teacher –Specificity of complexity of content area 

 

Teacher’s 
choice 

Rationale 1: Specificity of subject content area –  
”it depends on the content, how complicated it [the con-
tent] is”  - Language choice is pre-planned 

Civics: 
Swedish 

In Social Science … [when we are studying] Swedish condi-
tions, it becomes so strange to talk about it in English.  

Civics: Eng-
lish/Swedish 

Lectures in English and discussions in Swedish or the other 
way around” – It depends on the content, how complicat-
ed it [the content] is. 

 

9.4.2 Experienced history teacher – Sensitivity to student group 

 

Teacher’s 
choice 

Rationale 2: Language choice is related to study group-
sensitivity – occurs in interaction 

Hi: Swedish If you would just proceed [in English] from A to Z, students 
who are barely passing the course, wouldn’t make it, so to 
speak. 

Hi: Swedish We have students with study difficulties as well. They have 
chosen this programme for social reasons. … You have to 
go back a bit, scaffold these students individually, revise [in 
Swedish]. Otherwise it wouldn’t work.  
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9.4.3 Civics and mathematics teachers –Accesibility to study materials 

 

Teacher’s choice Rationale 3: Language choice is study materials – driven 

Civics: Swedish The websites of authorities … it is a language that is not 
necessarily adjusted to the students’ academic level. --- 
This year the students have received a book in Swedish. 

Math: English I have written the compendium as you can see, a colleague 
has updated it. This is the third or fourth version. Basically, 
I have written down what I wanted to say. I know what I’m 
heading for and when I’m supposed to be finished. 
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